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Gay Rights Activists Seek a Supreme Court Test Case
Joan Biskupic, Washington Post Staff Writer
Copyright 1993 The Washington Post
The Washington Post
December 19, 1993
Constitution," he said. "It is something we are
all building towards, trying to find the right test
case. "

A new body of "gay rights" law is developing
as judges across the country become less tolerant
of government policies that discriminate against
homosexuals.

The legal work of gay rights activists not only
involves one of the country's most fractious
social conflicts, but illustrates how minorities try
to persuade courts to expand existing
constitutional rights to new groups.

The goal of gay rights lawyers is the Supreme
Court, where they hope the justices will rule that
the Constitution protects homosexuals from
discrimination.
Toward that end, activists are coordinating
their legal efforts nationally and pursuing cases
with the most sympathetic victims they can find.
The approach is similar to the strategy behind
the civil rights movement of the 19508 and
19608 and the women's movement after that.

Court cases are being launched across the
country: over local anti-discrimination
ordinances and ballot initiatives that try to stop
such homosexual-sympathetic measures; pressing
job discrimination complaints; and regarding
privacy and family-law conflicts (for example,
whether a lesbian mother is less fit than a
heterosexual father to care for a child).

In the past 15 months the Hawaii Supreme
Court opened the door to gay marriages, the
Kentucky Supreme Court. invalidated a law
against sodomy, and a federal appeals court here
ruled that the military cannot exclude people
solely because of homosexuality.

The significant rulings so far apply only in
. local contexts and individual situations, but they
are creating a legal climate more favorable to
homosexuals than ever before - one that
eventually could influence the Supreme Court.
"At some level, the justices are willing to get
out in front of the community a bit," said
Georgetown law professor Mark V. Tushnet,
"but they never want to get too far out. "

Last week a Colorado district judge struck
down a state ballot initiative that stopped cities
from writing laws that protect homosexuals from
job and housing bias. The judge said the
voter-approved initiative - Amendment 2 breached the Constitution's guarantee of equal
protection of the laws.

If the Supreme Court were to declare that
discrimination based on sexual orientation
violates the Constitution's guarantee of equal
protection, it would stop governments from
discriminating against homosexuals in jobs and
housing, for marriage licenses and in a variety
of other situations.

"Lesbians and gay men are looking for their
Brown v. Board of Education," said William B.
Rubenstein, director of the ACLU's national
Lesbian and Gay Rights Project, referring to the
landmark 1954 opinion declaring segregation in
public schools uncOnstitutional.

Lawyers on the other side, while
acknowledging that a new judicial trend has
emerged, scoff at the notion that the high court
would endorse homosexual rights.

"We would very much like a Supreme Court
ruling . . . saying that discrimination based on
prejudice against gay people violates the
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close. Based on past court opinions and justices'
statements, conventional legal wisdom puts
Harry A. Blackmun, John Paul Stevens, David
H. Souter and Ginsburg in the category of most
likely to vote for gay rights. Chief Justice
William H. Rehnquist, Antonin Scalia and
Clarence Thomas are least likely. Sandra Day
O'Connor and Anthony M. Kennedy are more
difficult to predict and, given the facts of a
particular case, probably could vote either way.

"The crucial question is whether
homosexuality can be equated with gender and
skin color," said Mark Troobnick, special
counsel for the Concerned Women for America,
noting that courts use tougher standards when
assessing government policies that exclude
people based on race or sex.
"We believe homosexuality is a matter of
consensual choice," not a characteristic one is
born with, said Troobnick, who also is litigation
counsel for the American Center for Law and
Justice, founded by television evangelist Pat
Robertson.

Gay rights lawyers also realize that their
chances for success are riskiest with a military
case, which might turn out to be the first
homosexual conflict squarely before the court.
The Clinton administration is considering
whether to appeal a Nov. 16 D.C. ruling that
the Navy denied Joseph C. Steffan's rights when
it forced him to leave the Naval Academy after
he acknowledged he is homosexual.

The ACLU's Rubenstein counters that "the
Constitution doesn't say you may get protection
only for traits you were born with. Look at the
protections for religion" in the First
Amendment. Rubenstein said people should be
judged by their individual abilities, not "traits."

No matter how sympathetic the justices might
be to a serviceman who has lost his job because
he is homosexual, they typically defer to the
military's judgment of who can defend the
country.

The gay rights legal strategy mirrors the
approach taken by Thurgood Marshall and other
civil rights activists in their efforts to outlaw
school segregation and by Ruth Bader Ginsburg
and women's advocates to persuade the justices
to make it harder for governments to
discriminate on the basis of sex.

"I'd rather go to a much better court and in
the civilian context," said Beatrice Dohrn, legal
director for the Lambda Legal Defense and
Education Fund, a gay rights group based in
New York.

Tushnet, who was a law clerk for Justice
Marshall and has written about Marshall's
earlier work with the NAACP Legal Defense
and Educational Fund, said gay rights lawyers
are becoming similarly adept at selecting cases
most likely to win rulings that could be useful to
a large group, rather than just the individual
parties.

One of the "better" cases pending in lower
courts, activists say, arose after a lesbian was
offered a job in the Georgia attorney general's
office, and then was denied the post after her
boss learned that she intended to marry another
woman.

One major difference, however, is that many
gay rights lawyers think delay might help their
case.
"What's different now is that ... Thurgood
Marshall and Ruth Bader Ginsburg wanted to get
to the Supreme Court as soon as possible,"
Tushnet said.

The job applicant, Robin Joy Shahar, had
graduated sixth in her class at Emory Law
School and served as editor of the law review.
In October, a federal district judge rejected
Shahar's claim that her rights to freedom of
association and equal protection of the law were
violated.

If the current justices were to vote on whether
to specifically protect homosexuals, it would be

The judge said those interests were overridden
by two state concerns: "public credibility,"
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specifically avoiding the appearance of endorsing
conflicting interpretations of Georgia law (the
state does not recognize same-sex marriage); and
"internal efficiency, specifically the need to
employ attorneys who act with discretion, good
judgment and in a manner which does not
conflict with the work of other department
attorneys."

states may not be able to prohibit gay marriages.
Finding that the Hawaii Constitution requires
protection for homosexuals, the court said any
state regulation that sets up limits based on sex
(in this case, that men may marry only women
. and that women may marry only men) can be
defended only if the state demonstrates that it
has "compelling" reasons. That is the toughest
legal test for a government to meet and
traditionally has required it to show that public
welfare or safety is at stake. The Hawaii
Supreme Court returned the case to a lower
court to see if the state could meet that standard.

Shahar is appealing the case against Attorney
General Michael J. Bowers.
Regardless of how sympathetic some victims'
plights might be, Robert Knight of the Family
Research Council said the Supreme Court is
unlikely to vote them special protection.

When the federal court of appeals here
rejected the Pentagon's longstanding ban on
homosexuals in the military, it said the
government had no rational basis for the policy.

"Judicial precedents on traditional morality .
extend through the centuries," said Knight,
director of· cultural studies for the
Washington-based council. "These recent
aberrational decisions do not carry the. same
weight. The court would have to throw out the
idea that there is a special place in the law for
heterosexual marriage and family."

"The constitutional requirement of equal.
protection forbids the government to
disadvantage a class based solely on irrational
prejudice," appeals court Judge Abner J. Mikva
wrote, rejecting the military's assertion that a
certain group of people will engage in illegal
conduct because of sexual orientation.

In 1986 the Supreme Court decided its only
homosexual rights case, Bowers v. Hardwick.
The justices ruled 5 to 4 that the right of privacy
does not protect private, consensual homosexual
activity and upheld a Georgia statute making
sodomy a crime.

Copyright C 1993 The
Washington Post.
Reprinted
with permission.

Since that case, gay rights lawyers have asked
courts to extend equal protection guarantees
embodied in the Fifth and 14th Amendments
instead of seeking constitutional protection based
on a right of privacy. The court usually defers to
its precedents and only in rare situations votes to
overturn past decisions. Gay rights lawyers also
have looked to state constitutions, which can be
more generous than the U.S. Constitution.
When the Kentucky Supreme Court struck
down an anti-sodomy law in September 1992, it
said the state's constitution provides greater
privacy rights than the U.S. Constitution.
In the Hawaii case last May, the state supreme
court became the first in the country to rule that
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Outlaw our last acceptable bigotry

....
....J
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Congress finally may be moving
toward prote~ting equal rights for
lesbian and gay Americans.
This is long overdue. It is also
increasingly necessary. Today,
only a handful of states prohibit
discrimination based on sexual orientation, while a dozen or more
others are expected to vote this
year on ballot measures legalizing
discrimination solely on that basis.
Overt racism and most other
manifestations of prejudice have
long been outlawed or ostracized in
the United States. Discrimination
against gay and lesbian Americans
is Our last socially acceptable form
of bigotry ..
It is manipulated by far-right re7
ligious and political strategists to
raise money :md build power bases. It is tacitly condoned by other

Joe Patrick Bean

pOlitical, religious and social "leaders" who oppose it privately but
won't risk doing so publicly.
Yet that is changing. A majority
of U.S. representatives recently
signed public pledges barring sexual orientation as "a consideration
in the hiring, promoting or tenninating" of members of their con.
greSsional staffs.
A survey released last week by
the Human Rights Campaign !<'und

Joe Patrick Bean is a columnist and
editorial writier f(}r the San Antonio
Express-News and a member of the National .
Lesbian and Gay Journalists Association.
Copyright (c) 1994 San Antonio Express-News
Reprinted by penhission.

reportcd that 225 House members
now include sexual orientation in
their nondiscrimination policies.
The list includes not only 172 Democrats and one ind~pendent, but
also 52 Republicans.
These voluntary policies still
lack the force of law. But thal' is
not true of a clause in the measure
Congress passed late last month to
provide $8.6 billion in earthquake
relic I fOJ'Southern California.
I"OJ' the first time in U.s. history. Congress specifically included
sexual orientation in the nondiscrimInation clause of a federal
law. No onl' in either house objected to Ihat precedent-selling
amendment Rep. Julian Dixon, 0C,.llir., added to the earthquake-relief bill in conference commillee.
Nnt evcn the most rabidly
homophobic members of Congress
could publiclY justify denying humanitarian assistance to disaster
victims who happen to be lesbian
or gay. Anyone who had done so
would deservedly have been branded as Inhumane.
The same humanitarian concern
for the well-being of fellow Americans logically extends to all the basic necessities of ordinary daily
. Ii fl'. How we treat each othe.· thert
says as much about the deeency of
our society as how we treal eaclt
other in enlCrgencies.
Thus, Congress should broaden
{'xisling civil rights laws to han dis("rilllination based on sexual orientation in necessities such as housing, employment, banking. education and public accommodations,
. This would not recluire the fed('ral government to provide jobs.
housing, etc. But it docs mean that

no one who is qualified in every
other wny could be denied acces.s
to Iife's basic needs just because
he is gay 01' she is lesbian - as
too often happens now.
.
Congress cannot Invent even su~
perfkially plausible reasons for
not doing this, unlike last year's de;
bate over lifting the ban on military service by openly lesbian all,d
gay Americans.
Then, Congress hid behind con,'{'nil'nl ('KCUSes :thoul "unit cohl'sinn" ~tnd "morale" to justify a
shameful "compromise" that perp('tualcs discrimination in the ann('<I forces. 'rhose were specious ra~
tionalizations to protect instihition'alized bigotry.
But even members of Congress
who managed to convince themselves thai lhose were valid reasons for continued anti-gay discrimination in the armed forces
surely cannot contend that they ap:
ply in any othCl' context.
The 225 lIouse members who in-.
elude sexu~l orientation in theii'
own nondiscrimination policies
seem to understand this. Many of
the representatives and senators
'who, without objection. approved
its indusion in the nondiscrimina'
lion clause of the earthquake-relief
measure Illay understand Ihis.
At long last, Congress just may
count in its ranks enough genuinl~
leaders willing to risk t1)(~ political
Iwal \0 protect the rights of all
Americans by outlawing overt expressions of the nation's last socially acceptable form of bigotry,
To Je;n:e " message for Joe Patrick Bellll, ('aU ExpressLine at 554
0500 il1/d punc/J 442Z
J

The State Of Hate: Colorado's Anti-Gay Rights Amendment
Stumbo, Bella
Copyright (c) 1993 Hearst Corporation.
Esquire
September, 1993
Given his Druthers on this particular spring
morning, Will Perkins would probably be in
some obscure Colorado farm town like Eads,
where the mayor still openly refers to
homosexuals as queers and where the
population, all eight hundred. of them, regard
Perkins as the closest thing to an all-American
hero since Ollie North.

attended Colorado's 53 percent to 47 percent
vote for Amendment 2 - bringing with it a
national boycott of everything Coloradan, from
Samsonite luggage to the Denver airport. So far
the boycott has cost Colorado at least $100
million in lost business, and Denver is the
hardest hit. Already many in this room - hotel
executives, realtors, even attorneys - are feeling
the economic pinch.

But those days are long gone. Ever since
Perkins became leader of a group called
Colorado for Family Values (CFV)- which wrote
and got passed the nation's first amendment to a
state constitution specifically denying
homosexuals and bisexuals legal remedies based
on claims of minority status or discrimination - .
he has been in demand everywhere. Friends
want to applaud him; foes want to see for
themselves if he is the devil in disguise.

Most are also still trying to get used to
hearing Colorado branded in the national press
as the Hate State. Or seeing bumper stickers
slugging it out on local freeways: FAGGOT
FREE IN '93 versus HATE IS NOT A
FAMILY VALUE. Or hearing their mayor
begging for national mercy on The Arsenio Hall
Show, while the likes of Barbra Streisand and
Whoopi Goldberg denounce Coloradans as
bigots~ And now, atop all else, Colorado faces
at -least a couple of years of angry legal battles
as winners and losers fight it out -in court.
Round one began within weeks of the election,
when opponents of 2 won a district-court
injunction blocking its implementation. The state
appealed to the Colorado supreme court, which
will rule on the validity of the injunction and
possibly the amendment itself.

Today Perkins, a Chrysler-Plymouth
salesman from Colorado Springs, is well behind
enemy lines - in gay-friendly Denver, one of
three Colorado dties whose
homosexual-protection ordinances were
overturned by the passage of CFV's Amendment
2. His audience is the City Club, a- weeldy
luncheon gathering of local businessmen and
civic leaders, none of whom look the least bit
happy as they eye the troublemaker in their
midst.

But whichever way the decision goes, both
sides vow to take the issue to the Supreme Court
if necessary. In the national battle over gay
rights, the struggle over Amendment 2 is a
historic first, making Colorado perhaps more
important to the "Gay. 90s" than even President
_Clinton's watered-down bid to lift the military
ban on homosexuals. "This is not only historic, "
says an attorney for the group that brought the
anti-2 injunction. "This is the gay Brown v. the
Board of Education. "

Only a few months ago most of them
regarded Will Perkins's tiny, out-of-the-blue
organization as little more than a speck on the
local political horizon, just one more
single-interest Christian outfit intent on reining
in not abortionists or rap musicians but gays.
Privately some in this crowd probably even
voted for Perkins's amendment - but nobody
expected it to win. And certainly nobody
expected the nationwide uproar that instantly

Antigay Forces everywhere are armed for
bear. Since its election victory, CFV has already
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become an overnight resource center for antigay
conservatives throughout the nation. Groups in
Michigan, Florida, Oregon, Idaho, Arizona,
California, Washington, and Ohio are copying
the Colorado amendment for their upcoming
ballots. Groups in thirty-three other states have
also contacted CFV for advice.

But then, he adds, there's nothing wrong
with discrimination either - it's just another
word for free choice. Modeling agencies
discriminate on the basis of beauty. Basketball
teams favor the tallest. "It's like me saying that
if you won't buy a Chrysler, then you hate me. "
He smiles gratefully at the scattered chuckles.
It's the same wherever Perkins goes: People
warm to him, even if they hate his opinions. He
is the perfect leader for any crusade.

So who is this Will Perkins, and what has he
wrought? He sure doesn't look iike a social
incendiary as he ambles to the podium, a trim,
attractive man of sixty-four with a mane of
silvering hair and a tailored suit. A grandfather
and devout Presbyterian, married to the same
woman for forty-five years, he urges strangers,
"Call me Will."

"Remember," he finishes, "the more you
define liberty, the less of it you have. "
With that, Perkins sits down to friendly
applause. Here today, over spinach salad and
pastry puffs, he does not speak of pedophilia or
sadomasochism-much less of golden showers,
fisting, ingestion of feces, and other sexual
practices that CFV cited during the campaign as
routine among homosexuals. These details he
saves for private church gatherings throughout
rural Colorado. Besides, people are eating.

And now he turns the same affable charm on
the City Club. "They named me chairman of
CFV, " he begins with a shy grin, "because what
could tarnish the image of a used-car salesman?
I'm impenetrableI " His audience laughs,
sounding startled at itself. This fellow has the
same self-deprecating style that made Ronald
Reagan president.

It was an ugly campaign over a blatantly
negative issue that all the pollsters swore would
never pass, not in Colorado, which after all is
not your typically rigid, right-wing state:
Colorado Democrats, for heaven's sake, were
among those from only five states to throw their
vote to former California governor Edmund C.
Brown Jr. (aka Governor Moonbeam) in the last
presidential primaries.

Next his face is filled with sorrow, even
pain. He doesn't understand how CFV's goals
have been so misunderstood by so many, he
says. "They say this is a civil-rights issue - but
we think it's a special rights' issue," Perkins
says quietly. Why, for example, should_
homosexuals benefit from the same legal
protections afforded the truly disadvantaged minorities, women, the elderly, the handicapped
- simply because of what they do in their
bedrooms? Who here wants their childrenexposed to sensitivity sessions conducted by gays
in the classrooms and then given buttons to wear
reading it's ok to be gay?

So, few mainstream liberal politicians
bothered even to address this flaky antigay
amendment that emerged from some obscure
group seventy miles south of Denver. Instead,
all eyes were on Oregon, where heavy-handed
right-wingers were attracting national attention
with a flamboyant measure that asked voters not
only to rein in gays but to condemn them flatly
as "perverts" too. They lost. (At least
temporarily. Retreating to a piecemeal attack,
the Oregon Citizens' Alliance is now targeting
selected cities and counties for local antigay
ordinances - with six election victories in June
alone - while a statewide
gay-protection
measure remains stalled in the legislature.)

Especially when it's not okay to be gay. In
Perkins's view it is both abnormal and
unhealthy. Nevertheless, he says, CFV "has
never advocated mistreatment of homosexuals ....
Obviously nobody should be denied a job or an
apartment just because they're homosexual." All
Amendment 2 does, he says, looking genuinely
frustrated, "is deny them protected status."
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Meanwhile, in Colorado CFV had been
quietly blanketing the state with its carefully
crafted amendment.
Colorado for Family
Values understood from the outset that
Colorado, bisected by the Rockies, has always
been two states - east and west. The division is
as much economic as it is geographic: Western
Colorado, with its cosmopolitan cities - Aspen
being the crown jewel - has long been
accustomed to alternative lifestyles and the
sometimes bizarre behavior of the rich and
famous. Eastern Colorado, by contrast, is
characterized not by tourist attractions and easy
money but hard-struggling farmers,
country-music bars, and, most especially,
Christian churches; the going nightly rate for
some of Aspen's pricier hotel suites - $ 2,100 is more than many workers in eastern Colorado
earn in a month.

(including lesbian tennis star and Aspen resident
Martina Navratilova), sued for the injunction.
Though the state lacked (and still lacks) any
consistent high-profile spokesperson to snare
national attention, the boycott took immediate
effect. Dozens of national organizations ranging from the National Organization for
Women to the American Library Association canceled their business, not to mention all the
Hollywood celebrities who chimed in, urging the
world to shun Colorado. So far, singer John
Denver has been the state's most visible
advocate, recently raising about $ 30,000 in an
Aspen concert to undo 2. More recently,
producer Norman Lear's People for the
American Way opened an office in Boulder to
monitor the political agenda of religious groups
in Colorado.

Eastern Colorado is almost exclusively white
and largely conservative, through isolation as
much as anything else. During the 50s and 60s,
my hometown, population eight thousand, had
only one black family, one Jewish family, and a
small Hispanic barrio. Incumbent governor Roy
Romer, a vocal opponent of Amendment 2, was
raised in the same county, where the vote for
Amendment 2 was third highest among
Colorado's sixty-three counties - 76 percent.
Like me, Romer probably never even met an
avowed homosexual until -he went away to
college. That doesn't mean the people in these
outlying areas are bigots-only ripe for the
picking.

Denver Mayor Wellington Webb's personal
appeals on Arsenio and elsewhere, meantime,
were in vain. Worse, Webb's fellow mayors
turned on him too. Today, sitting in an office
cluttered with chill letters from his political
peers, Webb tries to take the highroad, but it's
hard because he's so damned mad. Webb is
Denver's first black' mayor and a longtime
supporter of gay rights. But not only did mayors
of nearly every major U. S. city call for a ban
on city travel to Colorado; some, such as New
York mayor David Dinkins, even urged that the
annual mayors' conference, scheduled for
Colorado Springs, be moved to their own cities.
Despite a personal visit from Webb, Dinkins
won. Fuming, Webb announced that he would
boycott the mayors' conference himself.

And CFV knew it. It won by a margin of one
hundred thousand votes, fifty-two counties to
eleven counties. While nobody in Denver was
looking, more than eight hundred thousand
Coloradans had voted to overturn gay-rights
laws in Aspen, Boulder, and Denver and to ban
any such future legislation statewide.

"Yes, I am very disappointed at the failure of
my fellow mayors to show more support," Webb
says with quiet sarcasm. "But I am comforted
that very soon they will have the pleasure of
dealing with this same issue themselves. Because
if the measure is crafted similarly, it will also
pass elsewhere."

That night, Bill Clinton victory parties all
over gay Denver were dampened with tears and
fear. The call for a national boycott of Colorado
was almost instantaneous, and the three affected
cities, along with a half dozen gay citizens

Coloradans are so burned up over national
bullying and judicial interference that, according
to some polls, as many if not more Coloradans
would now vote for Amendment 2 than before.
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Worse, wrapped in righteous fury that the will
of the people" has been thwarted, Colorado's
true bigots have been unleashed. According to
the Denver Gay and Lesbian Community Center
(GLCC), hate crimes against gays increased by
100 percent after the election. A half dozen
gays say their bosses tried to fire them the day
after the election, thinking Amendment 2 had
become law overnight.

Most gays also distance themselves, at least
publicly, from the national Boycott Colorado
movement for doing more damage than good,
for hurting minorities, gay businesses, and the
very cities with gay-rights ordinances instead of
the true redneck culprits who live mainly in
rural areas with nothing to boycott (unless you
want to check where the grain in your
hamburger bun comes from).

Nor are heterosexual sympathizers immune.
In Colorado Springs, businessman Richard
Skorman, a
gay-rights activist, says his
bookstore windows have been smashed and he
has been swamped with hate calls on his
answering machine. "Hey, whitey, " rasped one
caller, "it's time to wipe the yellow streak off
your butt, or you deserve to lose your Iifel This
is warl"

Colorado homosexuals especially resent New
York City's Boycott Colorado movement
because of a clash with Celestial Seasonings, a
Boulder-based firm with a liberal policy toward
gays. What actually happened will remain a
matter of debate forever, but, according to
Celestial's owner, Mo Siegel, gay leaders
threatened to dump his tea into New York
harbor unless he donated 100,000 to the anti-2
battle. Siegel refused to be "extorted," he later
told reporters. Although boycott leaders in both .
New York and Denver vehemently denied
making such demands, the damage was done.
(CFV supporters are so pleased with Siegel's
public stand, in· fact, that they are now
promoting his tea.)

The accusations go both ways. CFV
volunteers insist that they, too, have been
deluged with hate mail and phone calls. CFV
has lately taken to hiring security guards for its
meetings, although violence has never been
reported at any of them. So far, evidently,
nobody has done anything worse than call
CFVers Christo-fascists and homophobes.

Ironically, in the wasteland of gay leadership
in Denver, the strongest voice belongs to Jan
Williams of Boycott Colorado. He is to CFV'S
Will Perkins as a pit bull is to Old Yeller.
"These rightwing nuts may be starting here,"
says Williams, "but they're going to roll over
this whole country if they win on Amendment 2.
They lost on abortion, they lost the White
House, they're going to lose the U. S. Supreme
Court. So they're desperate. They need an issue
that can pull them together again. And who's
left? Usl Homosexuals are the last group left in
this country that it's still okay to institutionally
hate. " Williams can barely contain his disgust at
gay critics. "Now we're hiding behind the
judge's robes, waiting for him to save us," he
says sarcastically. "Well, we better learn, right
now, how to save ourselves!" And, in his view,
an unqualified, no-exceptions national boycott of
Colorado is the only effective tool gays have
left.

But anger and anxiety are everywhere in the
air. On a recent visit home, I barely recognized
the peaceful, live-and-Iet-live state where I grew
up. Colorado is no longer a good place for
either gays or their vocal sympathizers to be.
All of which, you might think, would draw
Colorado's gay community together as never
before. Wrong. Even in the metropolitan Denver
area, with an estimated gay. population of
eighty-five thousand (and where the vote against
2 was 60 percent to 40 percent), finger-pointing,
backbiting, and acrimony are now the order of
the day. One leading gay group accuses
another of stealing its mailing list; the accused
group charges the other with padding its own
pockets with anti-2 campaign donations. Black
and Hispanic homosexuals, plus many whites,
attack the campaign management for being
"racist and exclusionary." And so on.
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But, Williams admits, since the Celestial
Seasonings fiasco, his group has been badly
hobbled. "Now we're afraid to call for a boycott
of almost anything for fear of being called
blackmailers.

nothing to reach into three quarters of
Colorado's counties to show people what a
homosexual even looks like, instead preaching to
the choir in the Denver area.
CFV barely bothered with Denver, fanning
out instead into the boonies, networking at a
grass-roots level, mostly through churches. No
dusty town was too small for CFV'S attention,
no fear too innocent to be ignored, no prejudice
too ugly to exploit. Poor Colorado. It's not a
hate state. It's a raped state.

It's such ashame", he finishes morosely,
"because all this was ever about was so simple,
such a decent request: Please don't fire me,
don't evict me, just because I'm gay.
ft,

"Our problem, like gays and lesbians
everywhere, is that we've got a bad case of
closetitis, says Linda Fowler, a lesbian
contractor who is head of Mayor Webb's Gay
and Lesbian Task Force. "We should've gotten
off our butts during the election and gone out to
those rural counties.... As long as half the
people in this state think the don't know
anybody who's gay, ignorance is going to rule.
We've got to come out and say, Hi. I've, been
your tax accountant for twenty years, and I'm
gay.

Colorado for Family Values was the
brainchild of two Christian fundamentalists from
Colorado Springs, Tony Marco and Kevin
Tebedo,who say it was the last straw for them
when they heard that local homosexual activists
were planning to push for· a gay -rights
ordinance similar to Denver's right in their own
backyard.

ft

Marco, forty-nine, is a onetime drug-using,
poetry-writing, amateur Marxist flower child of
the 60s with a creative-writing degree from
Johns Hopkins University. But after a near
overdose, he was born again and for the next
several years bounced around the East Coast,
between Jim Bakker's Praise the Lord PTL)
ministry in North Carolina and Pat Robertson's
operation in Virginia, mostly writing for each.

But how? Nobody seems to know. Fowler
says there is talk in Denver of organizing yet
another group, Colorado Alliance to Restore
·Equality (CARE), which would consist of
straight and gay businessmen who would do
exactly what CFV has done: take its show on the
road, traveling for the first time into rural
counties to educate people to the truth about
homosexuality. But the idea is only in its
planning stages, she says.

Today, from his Colorado Springs home,
Marco and his wife, Joyce, run a religious
operation devoted to healing, "sexual sinners,"
be they homosexuals, . pedophiles, or
necrophiliacs.

"The fact is, we had to place our civil rights
on the back burner a decade ago because of
AIDS, " says Sam Broomall, of Colorado
Springs's Ground Zero, adding, without
expression, that he is a PWA (person with
AIDS). "We've been too busy fighting for our
friends'lives and our own. Now we're so far
behind these people in organization and strategy.
Our only hope is that the rest of the country will
help us, because we can't help ourselves."

Kevin Tebedo's main claim to fame is that he
is the son of archconservative Colorado state
senator Mary Anne Tebedo, a sponsor of
Colorado's "English only" law and close pal of
Phyllis Schlafly of the Eagle Forum. Like
mother, like son - it doesn't take more than five
minutes around Kevin Tebedo to understand
that, for all his talk of being a single-issue
crusader for Christ, here is a man, from the top
of his blow-dried hair to the tips of his designer
loafers, with an eye to high office.

It would have taken no more than one
hundred thousand votes to turn the Amendment
2 outcome around. But EPOColorado, the
no-on-2 campaign organization, did almost
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Marco and Tebedo did not write Amendment
2 alone. Instead, tapping their extensive
Christian network, they were beneficiaries of
some of the more determined, skilled
conservative legal tacticians in the country including at least one constitutional lawyer from
the National Legal Foundation in Virginia, a Pat
Robertson afftliate. From the' outset, the
far-flung masterminds of Colorado's no special
rights" Amendment 2 were writing with the
courts in mind.
CFV created an advisory board that brought
together some of Colorado's best-known
conservatives, including former U. S. senator
Bill Armstrong and University of Colorado
football coach Bill McCartney. All that CFV
lacked was a mature, respected figure to serve as
both executive director and frontline spokesman.
Will Perkins, well-known through church
circles, was both perfect and willing.

hundreds of ordinary, fully dressed homosexuals
who also traditionally march in the parade - the
doctors, girocers, and bank tellers. Viewers are
instead treated only to the extremist elements of
the gay community, mock-masturbating and
fondling their partners on their floats; the
sadomasochism crowd marching along in their
leather and chains; the signs proclaiming God is
gay; and, of course, CFV'S favorite group of
all, the North American Man/My Love
Association, featuring men marching with the
boys (" Sex by eight or it's too late," a
NAMBLA motto, shows up in most CFV
literature). Interspersed with the explicit footage
are interviews with "reformed" gays, now
reportedly happily married to women, plus a
couple of somber doctors who stop just short of
calling AIDS God's scourge against queers. To
this day, Will Perkins credits the film with
converting him.

Thus armed, CFV and its volunteers sallied
forth early last year to spread their gospel.
Seldom has· a political campaign better
understood the psyche of its target audience.
CFV skillfully tumedthe tables on the
EPOColorado forces in almost every respect,
preaching, for example, that, despite several
studies to the contrary, there was not a scintilla
of evidence to prove that homosexuality is
genetic - i.e., that these deviants could change
their lifestyles. "These scientific studies' are
nothing more than political propaganda. Don't
let fake science fool you," said CFV.
Now forget the rhetorical gloss. From there
on, CFV'S clean-cut, geewhiz volunteers got
down. Way down. Their heaviest artillery was
contained in dozens of brochures and tabloid
news mailings, plus a twenty-minute campaign
video called "The Gay Agenda" - which most
Denver stations refused to air on grounds of
obscenity. Not that CFV cared. They showed it
themselves in private everywhere they went.

But the video is nothing compared to CFV'S
.campaign brochures. In one, titled "Medical
Consequences," statistics on urine sex, anal sex,
sex with minors, and eating feces are printed as
flat fact. Bottom line: Homosexuals are a threat
to every American's health. "Most Americans
who got AIDS from contaminated blood as of
1992 received it from homosexuals," the
brochure asserts. Homosexual sex practices also
lead to hepatitis A, herpes, and cancer. Worse,
the brochure points out, in bold-faced print,
many of these people "were employed as food
handling in public establishments. " (The
pamphlet was produced by Dr. Paul Cameron of
the Family Research Institute in Washington, D.
C. How Cameron arrived at his sensational
statistic is unclear. But in September 1992 The
Denver Post reported that Camerom had been
thrown out of the American Psychological
Association in 1983 for misuse of scientific data
and later condemned by both the Nebraska
Psychological Association and a Texas judge for
the same reasons.

The video contains every disgusting, lurid
inch of footage that could be captured on film of
the most radical segments of the San Francisco
gay community during an annual gay -pride
parade. In the CFV ftlm, you see none of the

CFV's tactics finally became too much even
for its own cofounder, Tony Marco, who quit
last year, tersely remarking, by way of
explanation, that "it's easier to nauseate than
educate. "
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Ask Will Perkins about it and his kindly face
momentarily flushes with anger. But not for
long. "Oh, yes, it's terrible," he agrees with
Marco. But, he adds, with his saddest eyes,
people have to know the real truth "to offset the
claims of homosexuals that they're just like the
rest of us, because they're not!"
Besides, it worked. just picture it: Down in
Kiowa, Baca, and Prowers counties, there sit the
local housewife, the farmer, the Mode-O-day
dress-shop owner, all listening to Will Perkins
discussing golden showers and rimming and this
century's most baffling contagion, AIDS - on its
way to their towns.
.
Predictably, a great many ordinary citizens
fled in horror to their polling places on
November 3 to vote yes on 2: Yes for
civilization. Yes for children. Yes to survival.
Hell, yes to simple sanitation. Only to have their
vote negated weeks later by a district court,
which ruled that it was the state's burden to
prove that the majority vote was legitimate.

Copyright (c) 1991 Hearst
Reprinted with permission.

Corporation.
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Boys and girls; single-sex schools, sex discrimination
The New Republic
February 14, 1994
Last week, with William Rehnquist's
provisional consent, Shannon Faulkner became
the first woman in 150 years to attend classes at
The Citadel, a public military college in South
Carolina. "This is just another case in a long
series of cases over the last twenty years or so
which have expanded opportunities for women
and said they're entitled to an equal
opportunity, " Helen Neuborne of the now Legal
Defense Fund told cnn. In fact, the Citadel case
exposes the intellectual fault lines in the
Supreme Court's approach to gender
discrimination; and it could lead to two different
but equally distressing outcomes. Carried to its
logical conclusion, the effort to integrate The
Citadel might mean the end of all single-sex
education-for women as well as men, in private
as well as public schools. Or else it could
commit women to an affirmative action vision of
gender equity that makes nonsense of Ruth
Bader Ginsburg's equal treatment feminism.

The central constitutional question is whether
the exclusion of women from VMI and The
Citadel promotes harmful and archaic
stereotypes about the essential nature of men and
women. In one affidavit, Carol Gilligan of
Harvard declares: "Institutions that glorify and
encourage personally disconnected, aggressive,
stoical behavior promote the capacity to receive
and inflict pain." The Citadel's dedication to
"masculinity," Gilligan maintains, does not
produce "socially desirable personal
characteristics. "
VMI and The Citadel, by contrast, are
emphasizing the benefits of single-sex education
for men. Far from exalting traditional gender
roles, they say, single-sex schools often
liberate their students to defy them. "In that
stressful setting, men are freer to express the
gentler side of themselves," says David
Riesman, the Harvard sociologist and an expert
witness for VMI. "There's a journal called
Sounding Brass that VMI students put out, and
I was struck by the fact that they felt
comfortable writing very contemplative poetry,
of high aesthetic sensibility, because in the rest
of the setting they were exhibiting their
maleness, their ruggedness. "

The Citadel and the Virginia Military Institute
are the only two public men's colleges left in the
country (there are two public women's colleges
as well). Though the Citadel case has gotten
more attention recently, the effort to integrate
VMI is actually further along in the courts. In
October 1992 a federal appeals court ruled that
"single-sex education is pedagogically
justifiable" but that Virginia can't maintain a
single-sex military academy for men but not for
women. That prompted Mary Baldwin College,
a private women's college thirty miles from
VMI, to suggest an ingenious alternative. If the
state will pay it $ 6.9 million a year-the same
amount VMI receives-Mary Baldwin will set up
a "separate but equal" program, training women
as "citizen soldiers" and preparing them for
leadership in the private sector and the military.
On February 9 a Virginia district judge will hear
testimony on the constitutionality of Mary
Baldwin's "separate but equal" proposal.

Unfortunately, VMl's supporters are not
immune to the temptations of Gilliganesque
generalizations. Invoking Gilligan's work, the
administrators of Mary Baldwin concluded that
women are unlikely to benefit from the more
"adversative" features of a VMI education, such
as the ominously named "rat line" and "dyke
system." Rather than generalizing about how
men thrive in adversity and women thrive in
cooperation, VMIand The Citadel would do far
better to rely on extensive evidence that the
value of separate education is, simply, its
separateness.
The Justice Department, however, dismisses
this evidence cavalierly. It argues that a separate
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program for women could not possibly be equal,
because VMI and The Citadel are bastions of
male privilege. But in fact, the most striking
feature of both academies is their success at
educating poor black students. The Citadel has
the highest retention rate for minority students of
any public college in South Carolina: 52 percent
of black students graduate within four years.
Moreover, most of the white students come from
modest backgrounds (and only 18 percent go on
to military careers), which makes it all the
harder to claim that VMI and The Citadel are
powerful agents of the patriarchy.

college professors, scientists and politicians. But
the educational benefits of men's colleges are
equally clear; and to allow women alone to
benefit from single-sex education seems to
perpetuate the stereotype that they are in
constant need of special treatment and
protection.
These are precisely the stereotypes Ruth Bader
Ginsburg fought against as an advocate in the
1970s. But the ACLU, ironically, attempts to
resurrect the handful of cases where the Court
rejected Ginsburg'S equal treatment vision.
Ginsburg has also argued that affirmative action
for women, unlike for blacks, is unnecessary in
law schools, since women do better than men on
the LSAT. (To be sure, Ginsburg has not been
entirely consistent on this difficult subject: in
1971 she flirted with the possibility that
women's colleges, but not men's colleges, might
be constitutional because "if America were a
matriarchy, we might see women's colleges as a
menace and men's colleges as possibly justified
by defense.") Certainly, there is nothing in the
text or history of the Fourteenth or Nineteenth
Amendments to support unequal treatment of
women and men. The Court will have an
opportunity, in the VMI and Citadel cases, to
reject the special treatment strains of Hogan and
to uphold single-sex education for men and
women, whether public or private.

Even more distressingly, the Justice
Department and the ACLU suggest that
single-sex education might be constitutional for
women but not for men. They emphasize that
the Supreme Court has "upheld state-sanctioned,
sex-specific practices only when they achieve a
compensatory purpose for women"; and they
cite the 1980 Hogan case, the Court's last major
pronouncement on gender discrimination, in
which Sandra Day O'Connor held that a public
women's nursing school in Mississippi had to
admit men because women have not been
traditionally discriminated against in the field of
nursing.
The affirmative action argument is treacherous
on several levels. As a purely historical matter,
it is hard to claim that women's colleges were
created to compensate women for discriminatory
treatment. As Elizabeth Fox Genovese of Emory
University notes, the Seven Sisters were founded
in the nineteenth century as elite institutions,
where women could get a more rarefied
education than at the coed land-grant colleges.
The affirmative action argument holds even less
water today: in 1989 there were 13,000 more
women than men in Virginia's public university
system.

The Court may, however, take an equally
symmetrical but less appealing position,
forbidding all public support for institutions that
discriminate on the basis of gender. A holding
along these lines would surely mean the end of
private as well as public single-sex colleges. In
a worried amicus brief flied on VMI's behalf, a
group of small women's colleges emphasizes
that the distinction between private and public
institutions is increasingly meaningless in an age
when few private colleges can survive without
federal financial aid and tax exemptions. And in
the 1983 Bob Jones case, the Supreme Court
held that all tax-exempt institutions must "serve
a public purpose and not be contrary to
established public policy." If the Court were to
hold that separation by sex, like race, is
inherently unequal, the federal government

Women's colleges counter that, regardless of
their historical origins, their programs today are
necessary to help women overcome intangible
barriers in male-dominated professions. And the
argument has some force, given the evidence
that graduates of women's colleges are more
likely than their coed counterparts to become
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might well be forced to eliminate tax exemptions
and scholarship support for all private
single-sex
schools. Wellesley· College, in
short, may stand or fall with The Citadel.

.
"At what point does the insistence that one
individual not be deprived of choice spill over
into depriving countless individuals.-of choice?"
asks Fox Genovese. After almost half a decade
of widespread coeducation, it is' increasingly
obvious that temporary separation, for some men
and some women, can lead to more permanent
eqUality. And to forbid all diversity among
schools because of a bland notion of diversity
within schools would be, educationally and
constitutionally, perverse.

Reprinted by permIssIon of THE NEW
REPUBLIC, (c) 1994 The New Republic Inc.
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Women's Issues Spotlighted by Supreme Court;
Harassment, Bias Lead List Of Cases as Ginsburg Joins
Joan Biskupic, Washington Post Staff Writer
Copyright 1993 The Washington Post
The Washington Post
October 4, 1993
The Supreme Court, characteristically a bit
behind the curve, is about to have its own Year
of the Woman.

truck leasing company sued her boss for conduct
that included comments about her being "a
dumb-ass woman" and a joke about negotiating
her raise at the local Holiday Inn.
This also is the first such case to come before
Justice Clarence Thomas, who was accused in
the most public way of sexually harassing a
former employee. The charges Anita F. Hill
made at Thomas's confirmation hearings have
never been proved.

The new docket is dominated by sexual
harassment and discrimination cases that come
before the court at a historic moment. When the
term begins today, Ruth Bader Ginsburg, the
second female justice in court history, will take
her seat at the bench with Sandra Day
O'Connor, the first.

Separately, the justices will determine whether
a major job discrimination law that particularly
benefits women covers cases that were pending
at the time of its November 1991 enactment.
Civil rights advocates and business leaders say
thousands of bias lawsuits could be affected by
the court's ruling.

That so many women' s cases are before the
court is largely coincidental. In most of the
cases, lower courts had arrived at different
conclusions in their interpretation of statutes,
causing the justices to intervene. But it
nonetheless ups the ante to have such an array
before a new justice who, as a former advocate,
made her name in the 1970s by persuading the
court to let women have the same benefits as
men.

Another case, involving a paternity dispute,
will test whether prosecutors may exclude
women - or men - from a jury pool simply
because of their gender. And, in the only
abortion-related matter scheduled, the justices
will decide whether a federal racketeering law
can be used against protesters who block access
to abortion clinics.

"It's not just that there will be another woman
on the bench," said Lynn Hecht Schafran, a
lawyer with the NOW Legal Defense and
Education Fund, "but one that is very
knowledgeable about the law in these areas. "

While this will be Ginsburg's first term, it is
likely to be the last for Justice Harry A.
Blackmun, who joined the court in 1970 and
turns 85 in November. Blackmun has intimated
that he will retire at the end of this term,
although justices have been known to postpone
the inevitable.

O'Connor, who was appointed in 1981, has
been a ready vote for women trying to break
down barriers of discrimination. But unlike
Ginsburg, O'Connor is not identified with strong
advocacy of women's rights.
For the first time since 1986, when the court
ruled sexual harassment illegal under federal job
discrimination law, the justices could clarify how
a worker proves she was subject to the requisite
"hostile working environment." The dispute
began when a Nashville rental manager in a

Blackmun is considered by legal scholars to
be the most liberal justice on a court that is
overall conservative in its approach to judging,
deferential to elected lawmakers and reluctant to
break new ground on individual rights. Yet,
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Justices David H. Souter, O'Connor and, to a
lesser extent, Anthony M. Kennedy have in key
cases recoiled from the right, causing shifting
alliances and unpredictable voting.

Civil Rights Act of 1991. The impetus for this
job discrimination law, at the core of one of the
court's biggest cases, was several earlier
Supreme Court rulings that made it harder for
aggrieved workers to sue and win money
damages. The law restored more generous
interpretations of federal anti-bias law and, for
the fust time, made money damages available
for victims of intentional job discrimination
under Title vn of the 1964 Civil Rights Act.
The major beneficiaries of the latter part of the
law were women. Racial minorities already
could obtain money damages under a separate
civil rights law.

Upcoming civil rights cases will particularly
test those conservative-centrist justices and their
newest colleague in these areas:Sexual
harassment. The main question in Harris v.
Forklift Systems Inc. is whether a person
alleging sexual harassment must prove that she
suffered a psychological injury. The parties also
disagree over whether a court should assess a
situation through the eyes of a "reasonable
person" or a "reasonable woman," the latter test
typically favoring a woman who sues her boss.
The case raises issues about what sorts of
remarks cause actual injury and what limits on
conduct go so far as to violate speech rights or
make businesses vulnerable to frivolous lawsuits.

In dispute is whether the law should apply to
cases that were pending at the time the law was
enacted or only to cases filed afterward.
Congress left the statute ambiguous, with
Democratic members saying it should be
retroactive and Republicans saying it should not.

Teresa Harris worked as a rental manager at
Forklift Systems Inc., where she claimed that
the company president, Charles Hardy, forced
her to quit with his continual sexual harassment.
Hardy made a number of derogatory comments
about women generally and Harris personally,
including asking female employees to retrieve
coins from his front pants pocket.

Two cases have been consolidated. In
Landgraf v. USI Film Products, Barbara
Landgraf sued a Tyler, Tex., company for
sexual harassment. A federal court found that
she had been the victim of "continuous and
repeated inappropriate verbal comments and
physical contact" by a male co-worker but said
she was not eligible for money damages. The
new law took effect while her appeal was
pending, and the 5th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals said the act could not be applied
retroactively to her case.

A federal magistrate found that Hardy's
comments were "annoying and insensitive, " but
concluded that Harris was not able to prove that
Hardy's conduct was "so severe as to create a
hostile work environment." A federal district
court adopted the findings, after defining a
hostile environment as one interfering with a
"reasonable person's" work performance and
seriously affecting her psychological well-being.

In Rivers v. Roadway Express, black
mechanics Maurice Rivers and Robert C.
Davison claimed their firings arose from racial
bias and sued under a post-Civil War law that
prohibits such discrimination in the making of
contracts. A federal district court said Section
1981 applied only to race discrimination in the
hiring process, not race bias that occurred after
an individual was on the job. Its ruling, affirmed
in part by the 6th Circuit, was based on one of
the Supreme Court cases that was reversed by
the 1991 law.

That test prevails in the 6th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals, which affirmed the district
court's dismissal of Harris's claim. But other
courts have allowed lower standards of proof,
believing that the psychological injury test
unfairly forces a worker to show fallibility and
mental impairment and ultimately discourages
victims from coming forward.

These cases will give the court a chance to
select between two competing maxims it has
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used in retroactivity cases. One rule, which is
the more conservative approach, demands that
lawmakers clearly spell out if a law is to be
retroactive. It assumes that people should be
aware of the penalties for their conduct at the
time it occurs. The other maxim is that,
irrespective of when the injury actually
occurred, courts should apply the law in effect
at the time of a ruling, unless that would cause
"manifest injustice. " The Clinton administration,
abandoning the Bush administration's position,
says the law should be retroactive.

a nationwide conspiracy to shut down clinics. A
lower court ruled that there must be an
economic motive for RICO to apply.
The Justice Department has joined the side of
NOW in this case, arguing that Congress did not
write an economic motive into the law. The
government's interest in the case stems largely
from its desire to broadly use RICO, including
against political terrorists.
Copyright C 1993 The
Washington Post.
Reprinted
with permission.

Juries. In a prominent 1986 case, Batson v.
Kentucky, the Supreme Court said that
prosecutors could not exclude people from a jury
pool because of their race. The question in the
new case, J.E.B. v. T.B., is whether that rule
should stop prosecutors from excluding people
because of their gender.
At issue are peremptory strikes, which allow
lawyers from both sides to eliminate a certain
number of potential jurors without giving a
reason. The case arises in an era of heightened
attention to lawyers' attempts to find the right
jury composition with a predominance of men or
women, depending on the case.
Here, an Alabama man lost a paternity and
child support lawsuit after the 12 female jurors
found he was in fact the father of the child.
Lower courts said the Batson rule could not be
used to challenge prosecutors' attempts to keep
men or women off the jury.
Women's rights advocates and the Justice
Department, which has entered the case as a
"friend of the court," argue that reversing would
have more significance for women because they
are traditionally subject to stereotyping.
Abortion protests. The case of National
Organization for Women v. Scheidler is part of
an ongoing effort by abortion clinic operators to
find legal weapons to use against protesters who
block clinic access and harass clients. The
clinics have tried to sue members of Operation
Rescue and other antiabortion groups under the
Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations
Act, alleging that the protesters are members of
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THE PENALTY FOR NOT
SPEAKING ENGLISH
The Tyler Court of Appeals has done it again, this time upholding a year's jail sentence for a man
who could not benefit from an alcohol rehabilitation program because he could not speak English.
The 12th Court of Appeals in Tyler,
not known for being receptive to civil
rights, or workers' rights for that mat-

ter, has struck again, this time upholding a year's jail sentence for Aristeo
Flores because he does not speak
English. Flores v. State, No. 12-9100066 (Aug. 31,1993).
It is difficult to imagine that, as the
end of the 20th century nears, a court
yet exists that would imprison a person
for the inability to speak English. Not
many people would imagine that such a
startling lack of enlightenment and
concern for individual rights could still
infect Texas jurisprudence.
Don't be surprised by the Tyler Court
of Appeals, however. After all, this is
the same bench. that recently allowed
peremptory jury challenges based on a
prospective juror's religion (Dixon v.
State, 828 S.W.2d 42 (Tex. App. Tyler 1992, per. ref'd), even though the
Texas Equal Rights Amendment specifically bans any discrimination based on

James C. Harrington, legal director
ofthe Texas Civil Rights Project, practices
and teaches law in Austin. His column
appears regularly in Texas Lawyer.

religion and even though the Texas
Court of Criminal Appeals has made it
clear, as have other appellate courts,
that the ERA applies to discriminatory
peremptory jury strikes.
This is also the same bench that
ruled, in a case of first impression, that
workers with impressive employment
and safety records could be denied
unemployment benefits if they refused
to submit to random, suspicionless
'urine tests and were terminated for
insisting on their right to privacy,
which, in Texas, is as fundamental at
common law as it is under the state bill
of rights. Texas Employment Comm'n v.
Hughes Drilling Fluid, 746 S.W.2d 796
(Tex. App. - Tyler 1988, writ denied).
The Tyler court's pinched approach
to civil liberties also characterizes at
least one of its legal staff, who, claiming
individual, not official, capacity, chose
to publish a letter in this publication,
rather vehemently taking me to task for
a "La-La land" view of the bill of rights.
[Su 'To the Editor. .. page 2, Jan. 11,
1993.]
Aristeo Flores was arrested for driving while intoxicated, a misdeineanor
offense. According to standard practice
in Smith County, he would have
received a probated sentence, with the
condition of attending an alcohol rehabilitation program. However, the program in Smith County had no way of
communicating with people who speak
Spanish. Thus, the trial judge specifically stated on the record that, because

Flores did not speak English, he would
be unable to attend the program; that
being the case, he was off to jail for a
year.
Not only is Flores' incarceration
unfair and repugnant, but it brands
him with a stigma that his Englishspeaking counterparts who complete
probation will not suffer. It also
removes him from employment opportunities, now and in the future, and
burdens his family. Not to mention
being an expense to taxpayers already
struggling to support the rapidly rising
number of inmates imprisoned for
much more serious offenses - he will
occupy jail space that could be used for
more hardened criminals. all because
Flores did not speak English.
Officially, 6 percent of Smith County
is Hispanic, although with the admitted census undercount and the migrant
farm workers from the Valley, that population is even greater.
The Tyler justices did not write an
opinion in any depth, giving remarkably short shrift to both Flores' equal
rights claim and his ERA claim (Tex.
Const. article I, sections 3, 3a), collapsing them together, without independent analysis, and stating simply and
simplistically that the discrimination
was rational because it was based on
language, not ethnic origin, therefore
subject to no strict scrutiny.
That logic is about as powerful as
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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saying that pregnancy discrimination is
not sex discrimination because it is not
directed toward gender but toward
anyone who may become pregnant.
Not to mention the fact that the u.s.
Census Bureau for decades now has
identified Hispanic minority persons
by surname, which the U.S. Supreme
Court (Castaneda v. Partida, 430 U.S.
482 (1977» and the 5th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals (Ciudadanos Unidos
de San Juan v. Hidalgo County Grand
Jury Comm'rs, 622 F.2d (5th Cir.
1980), cert. denied, 450 U.S. 964
(1981» both acknowledge as a legitimate process to measure grand jury
discrimination against Hispanic
Americans in Texas;
For scores of years, Texas courts have
recognized the critical importance of

providing a non-English-speaking
defendant with an interpreter at trial.
Part of the reason, of course, is to prevent wrongful incarceration that might
occur if the defendant does not understand the proceedings. Here, ironically,
is the situation where a Hispanic man
goes to jail because there is no interpreter available for the jail diversionary
program.
Nor did the trial judge or the appeals
court explain why no alternative plinishment could have been imposed
upon Flores other than incarcerating
him. Given the predicament, maybe it
would have made more sense to require
Flores to take an English class as a condition of probation and then afterwards attend the rehabilitation program. It has long been axiomatic in
Texas equal rights and due course of
law analysis, on its simplest levd, that

the state must accomplish its goal by
the means less restrictive of a person's
rights; and where the specter of ethnic
discrimination emerges, the state must
show that it has no other means available to achieve a compelling state
interest.
Twenty-one years ago this November,
the people of Texas ratified the Equal
Rights Amendment by a resounding 41 landslide, pledging themsdves, and
requiring their courts, to eliminate the
denial of equality and to remedy the
state's rather sad history of racism and
discrimination. Apparently the adoption of the bill of rights ERA guarantee
did not resonate loudly enough to
attract the respect of the Tyler Colirt of
Appeals. Perhaps the Court of Criminal
Appeals can perform the sorely needed
task of breathing life into the ERA in
•
Smith County.
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National origin discrimination or employer prerogative?
An analysis of language rights in the workplace.
Gregory C. Parliman, Rosalie J. Shoeman
Copyright Executive Enterprises Publications Company Inc. 1994
Employee Relations Law Journal
March 22, 1994
The recent influx of immigran~ into this
country has resulted in an increase in the
population of non-English-speaking workers. As
a result, the number of language rights-based
challenges to employer practices on the ground
of national origin discrimination is on the rise,
These claims fall into two primary areas:
English-only work rules and foreign accent·
discrimination. While the judicial decisions in
these areas cannot easily be categorized as either
pro-employer or pro-employee, the courts have
shown increasing tolerance for employers that
make business decisions on the basis of an
applicant's communication skills or employers
that promote the exclusive use of English on the
job.

Tennessee, and Virginia, have adopted
English-only laws. 2 These laws generally
command lawmakers to take all steps necessary
to ensure that the role of English is preserved
and enhanced. The California statute, for
instance, prohibits the legislature from enacting
any law that diminishes or ignores the role· of
English as the common language of the state. 3
Several COmmentators have attributed the rise in
complaints about English-only rules in the
workplace to the adoption of English-only laws
and the resultant pUblicity surrounding the
legislative campaigns. 4
The imposition of English-only workplace·
rules is a recent phenomenon among employers.
Largely due to the wave of immigration and the
concomitant increase in the population of
multilingual speakers, many employers are
adopting some form of English-only rules. A
common belief among employers is that the
adoption of these rules is their prerogative and
an exercise of management discretion. The
adoption of the rule is usually premised on an
intention to alleviate some actual or perceived
potential disharmony among their staff involving
language controversies. This practice, however,
may not be the most prudent solution to the
problem.. Indeed, although the employer may
have imposed the rule for an innocent and
apparently nondiscriminatory reason, it may be
opening the door to Title VII liability.

According to the ·1990 U.S. Census, more
than 31.8 million people in the United States
speak languages other than English. This statistic
represents a dramatic rise since the 1980
Census, which revealed 23.1· million
non-English speakers. In order of frequency,
Spanish, at 17.3 million, was the most common
non-English language spoken, followed by
French at 1.7 million, German at 1.5 million,
Italian at 1.3 million, and Chinese at 1.2
million. 1
Concurrent with this rise in the percentage of
non-English and multilingual speakers in this
country, a growing trend that seeks to preserve
the English language has been born. The stated
goal of the so-called official English movement
is to promote national unity by declaring English
the official language of the United States. Many
states, including Alabama, Arkansas, California,
Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana,
Kentucky, Mississippi, Nebraska, North
Carolina, North Dakota, South Carolina,

Unlike the relatively recent controversy
surrounding English-only work rules, foreign
accent discrimination has had a significant
history. With the latest wave of immigration,
however, accent-related discrimination is gaining
newfound prominence. Related to the
English-only controversy as another primary
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example of national origin discrimination, both
types of alleged discrimination involve the
somewhat unusual situation of an employer that
admits the alleged discriminatory conduct and
later relies on it in subsequent litigation. Foreign
accent discrimination, like the English-only
controversy, is therefore on the cutting edge of
discrimination jurisprudence.
While the "official English" legislative
campaigns may be credited with bringing the
English-only issue to the forefront of concern,
the movement is not without opponents or
stumbling blocks to its success. The United
States has adopted laws such as 42 USC Section
1971-1974 (extending coverage of the Voting
Rights Act of 1965 to include language
minorities) and 28 USC Section 1827(d)
(requiring the use of interpret~rs in courtrooms)
in an apparent effort to protect citizens who are
not fluent in English. Similarly, on May 18,
1993, a 1980 Dade County, Florida, ordinance
that prohibited the use of any language other
than English for government business (passed
after 125,000 Cubans arrived in the United
States) was unanimously repealed by the Dade
County Commission. This change in government
policy coincided with the election of a Hispanic
majority on the Dade County Commission and
the emergence of Hispanics as the majority
population among the county's 2 million
residents.

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
LANGUAGE RIGHTS

OF

The Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission (EEOC) has had a long-standing
policy against the imposition of English-only
rules in the workplace. Early on the EEOC
found that employer rules either requiring the
use of English exclusively or forbidding
speaking another language constitutes
discrimination, unless the rule is justified by
considerations of efficiency or safety. The
rationale underlying the rule stems from the
basic belief that language is an essential national
origin: characteristic. Because Title VII makes it
unlawful to refuse to hire, discharge, or
otherwise discriminate against any individual
with respect to compensation, terms, conditions,
or privileges of employment, English-only
workplace rules are viewed by the EEOC as a
burdensome term and condition of employment
for persons of non-English-speaking
backgrounds. According to the EEOC,
English-only rules, even if innocently adopted by
the employer, may constitute national origin
discrimination.
Given this policy, the EEOC Guidelines on
Discrimination Because. of National Origin, 29
CFR Section 1606.1 et seq., originally
promulgated in 1980, create a strong
presumption against a flat rule requiring the
speaking of English at all times:

The movement to preserve English and the
protection of both non-English speakers and
those possessing foreign accents are divisive and
often conflicting issues. Given the increase in
these population groups, along with the growing
public awareness of the English-only movement,
it is inevitable that these conflicting concepts
will result in litigation over their application to
the workplace setting. This article will discuss
the increasing attention the courts have given to
national origin employment discrimination as it
relates to English-only rules and its legal
counterpart, foreign accent discrimination. In
addition, the article will provide guidance for
employment litigators by analyzing the recent
case developments and the theories supporting
them.

sections 1606.7 Speak-English-only rules.
(a) When applied at all times. A rule
requiring employees to speak only English at all
times in the workplace is a burdensome term and
condition of employment. The primary language
of an individual is often an essential national
origin characteristic. Prohibiting employees at all
times, in the workplace, from speaking their
primary language or the language they speak
most comfortably, disadvantages an individual's
employment opportunities on the basis of
national origin. It may also create an atmosphere
of inferiority, isolation and intimidation based on
national origin which could result in a
discriminatory working environment. Therefore,
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the Commission will presume that such a rule
violates title VII and will scrutinize it.

origin to state falsely that it was not the person's
national origin that caused the employment or
promotion problem but the candidate's inability
to measure up to the communications skills
demanded by the job." 6

(b) When applied only at certain times. An
employer may have a rule requiring that
employees speak: only in English at certain times
where the employer can show that the rule is
justified by business necessity.

Clearly the EEOC considers an individual's
native language a nearly immutable characteristic
of that person's national origin. The courts,
however, have not adopted such a hard-line
approach and, in what some commentators
consider a particularly pro-employer opinion, 7
have recently rejected the EEOC Guidelines in
this area. With regard to foreign accent
discrimination, the courts have likewise
remained tolerant of employers that, in light of
legitimate business justifications, refuse to hire
or promote employees who possess foreign
accents which American-born citizens find
difficult to understand. While these opinions do
not give employers carte blanche to ignore the
EEOC Guidelines, they do perhaps signal a
trend toward heightened judicial deference to
employer prerogatives.

(c) Notice of the rule. It is common for
individuals whose primary language is not
English to inadvertently change from speaking
English to their primary language. Therefore, if
an employer believes it has a business necessity
for a speak:-English-only rule at certain times,
the employer should inform its employees of the
general circumstances when speaking only in
English is required and of the consequences of
violating the rule. If an employer fails to
effectively notify its employees of the rule and
makes an adverse employment decision against
an individual based on a violation of the rule,
the Commission will consider the employer's
application of the rule as evidence of
discrimination on the basis of national origin.
(Footnotes omitted.)

JUDICIAL DEVELOPMENTS
Discrimination on the basis of foreign accent
is held 'in similar disdain by the EEOC. The
EEOC Guidelines state:

The cases discussed below have been selected
in order to illustrate the trends identified in this
article. Because of the .increasing attention by·
the courts to language rights issues, these
opinions will continue to be published with·
greater frequency. As a result, it is expected that
this area of the law will further develop in
accord with the precedents set forth in the cases
that follow.

The Commission has found that the use of
the following selection procedures may be
discriminatory on the basis of national origin.
Therefore, it will carefully investigate charges
involving these selection procedures for both
disparate treatment and adverse impact on the
basis of national origin
(1)
Fluency-in-English requirements, such as
denying employment opportunities because of an
individual's foreign accent, or inability to
communicate well in English. (Footnotes
omitted.) 5

English-Only Rules
The Ninth Circuit in Gutierrez v. Municipal
Court, 838 F.2d 1031 (9th Cir.1988), vacated as
moot, 490 U.S. 1016 (1989), was the first court
of appeals to consider English-only workplace
rules in light of the EEOC Guidelines. In
Gutierrez, the Ninth Circuit struck down an
employer's rule that forbade employees to speak:
any language other than English, except when
acting as translators or during breaks or lunch.
In so doing, the Ninth Circuit upheld the EEOC

The EEOC appears to fear what the Ninth
Circuit has explained: " accent and national
origin are obviously inextricably intertwined in
many cases. It would therefore be an easy refuge
in this context for an employer unlawfully
discriminating against someone based on national
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Guidelines, stating "we adopt the EEOC's
business necessity test as the proper standard for
determining the validity of limited English-only
rules." Concluding that the Guidelines properly
balanced an individual's interest in speaking his
or her primary language with the employer's
need to ensure that English is spoken in a
particular circumstance, the court rejected the
argument that an English-only rule should be
immunized from judicial scrutiny because a
bilingual employee can easily comply with it.

speaking was a distraction while operating
machinery.
Although it is unclear whether Spun Steak
strictly enforced the rule, in November of 1990
two bilingual employees, Garcia and Buitrago,
received warning letters for speaking Spanish
during working hours. For two months
following the issuance of the warnings, Garcia
and Buitrago were not permitted to work next to
each other. Garcia, Buitrago, and the workers'
union, on behalf of the Spanish-speaking
employees, filed suit. The district court granted
the Spanish-speaking employees' motion for
summary judgment, concluding that Spun
Steak's English-only policy disparately affected
Hispanic workers without sufficient business
justification. Spun Steak appealed.

The Ninth Circuit did not revisit the issue
until Garcia v. Spun Steak Co.,998 F.2d 1480
(9th Cir. 1993). There, the Ninth Circuit
adopted a diametrically opposed view of the
EEOC speak-English-only guideline. In contrast
to the deference usually given to EEOC
interpretive guidelines, 8 the Garcia court
expressly rejected their use, finding that the
EEOC guideline contravenes Title VII policy.

Initially, the Garcia court decided whether a
. national origin discrimination case that did not
involve the deprivation of employment
opportunities, such as the opportunity to be
hired· or promoted, could proceed under Title
VII's disparate impact theory. The court found
no reason to restrict the application of this
theory and, accordingly, considered the disparate
impact of the rule's effect.

At issue in Garcia was the propriety of a
work rule that .required certain production
employees to speak only English in connection
with work, but allowed employees while on their
own time, that is, lunch and· breaks, to speak
Spanish if. they wished. The employer, Spun
Steak Co., a producer of poultry and meat
products in South San Francisco, employed
thirty-three workers, twenty-four of whom were
. Spanish-speaking. While one affected employee
spoke no English, the others had varying
degrees of proficiency. Spun Steak had never
required job applicants to speak or understand
English as a condition of employment. Prior to
the adoption of the English-only policy in
September 1990, Spun Steak employees freely.
spoke Spanish during work hours.

The Garcia court held that in a disparate
impact case alleging a discriminatory term,
condition, or privilege of employment, a
plaintiff must establish that the protected group
has been adversely affected with regard to that
term, condition, or privilege of employment.
This determination often depends on subjective
factors that are not amenable to simple
quantification. Therefore, the court ruled, it is
insufficient to merely assert that the policy has
harmed . members of the protected group.
Instead, the plaintiff must prove (1) the existence
of adverse effects of the policy; (2) that those
adverse effects affected the terms, conditions, or
privileges of employment of the protected class;
(3) that the adverse effects were significant; and
(4) that the employee population in general was
not affected by the policy to the same degree.

As a result of employee complaints· that
certain workers were using their bilingual
capabilities to harass and insult coworkers in a
language they could not understand, the
company's president decided to adopt· an
English-only rule. The president concluded that
the rule would promote racial harmony in the
workplace and enhance worker safety given the
complaints of some employees that Spanish

Considering the alleged adverse effects of the
English-only policy, the Garcia court recognized
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that, assuming the English-only policy causes
adverse effects, it was beyond dispute that these
effects would be suffered disproportionately by
the Hispanic workers. The court noted,
however, that this was not the critical issue.
Rather, the dispute centers on whether the policy
causes adverse effects at all, and, if so, whether
the effects are significant.
The Spanish-speaking employees argued that
they were adversely affected in the following
ways: (1) the policy denies them the ability to
express their cultural heritage on the job; (2) it
denies them a privilege of employment that is
enjoyed by monolingual speakers of English,
that is, the opportunity to speak in their native
language; and (3) it creates an atmosphere of
inferiority, isolation, and intimidation. The court
disagreed with the Spanish-speaking employees,
finding that they suffered no adverse effect.

As to the alleged discriminatory atmosphere
claim, the Garcia court considered it akin to a
"hostile work environment" claim. Declaring
that it would not adopt a per se rule that
English-only policies create a hostile
environment, the court ruled that the alleged
discriminatory practice must be pervasive in
order to establish a hostile environment claim.
According to the Garcia court, the pervasiveness
issue is a factual question that cannot be
resolved at the summary judgment stage. The
court refused, however, to foreclose the
possibility that English-only rules can create a
hostile work environment. It noted that
English-only rules can exacerbate existing
tensions, or, in combination with other
discriminatory behavior, these rules can
contribute to an overall environment of
discrimination. In evaluating such a claim, the
Garcia court recommended review of this factual
issue under the totality of the circumstances.

In response to the first argument espoused by
the employees, the Garcia court held that
although an individual's primary language is an
important link to his or ber ethnic culture and
identity, Title VII does not protect the right to
express cultural heritage on the job. Because
Title VII addresses only the disparities in
treatment of workers, employees must often
sacrifice individual self-expression during
working hours.

Perhaps most significantly, the Garcia court
rejected the EEOC guideline's presumption that
across-the-board English-only policies are
invalid. The court explained that Title VII was
intended to strike a balance between preventing
discrimination and preserving the independence
of the employer. In striking the balance, the
U.S. Supreme Court has held that a plaintiff in
a disparate impact case must prove the alleged .
discriminatory effect before the burden shifts to
the employer. The EEOC guideline ignores this
policy by presuming that an English-only policy
has a disparate impact in the absence of proof;
Because the bilingual employees failed to
establish a prima facie case, the court did not
need to consider Spun Steak's business necessity
defense. Thus, the Garcia court reversed the
district court's grant of summary judgment to
the Spanish-speaking employees, and remanded
with the instruction to grant summary judgment
to Spun Steak as it relates to the bilingual
employees. The court reversed and remanded for
further consideration of the claim of the only
Spanish monolingual employee affected by the
policy.

With regard to the second claim, that the
Spanish-speaking employees were. denied a
privilege afforded to monolingual employees, the
Garcia court ruled simply that bilingual
employees are not denied a privilege.. Because
the employees are bilingual, they can elect to
speak in English and maintain the ability to
converse at work. However, with regard to the
one monolingual Spanish speaker affected by the
English-only policy, there was concededly a
denial of privilege. The court found that there
was a genuine issue of material fact as to
whether that individual was adversely affected in
light of her deposition testimony that the policy
did not bother her. Accordingly, the Garcia
court found summary judgment in favor of the
plaintiffs an inappropriate remedy.

In light of Garcia, it now appears that the
continuing viability of the EEOC Guidelines,
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generally entitled to considerable deference so
long as they are not inconsistent with
congressional intent, may be in question. Today,
it is unclear whether English-only rules are
entitled to presumptive invalidity as the EEOC
suggests, or whether these rules will be
subjected to the business necessity test. Notably,
the dissenting opinion in Garcia objected to the
majority's rejection of the. EEOC Guidelines.
The dissent argued that the EEOC's approach of
requiring a plaintiff to show only the existence
of a policy, then shifting the burden to the
employer to establish business necessity, is
entitled to greater deference.

pro-employer or pro-employee. In that regard,
the McNeil court favorably considered a
complaint that alleged that an employer's
allowance of language diversity violates the
rights of English speakers. Thus, it can be
argued that the McNeil decision may go so far
as to promote English-only policies among
employers in order to avoid Title VII claims by
English speakers.
In McNeil, a pro se English-speaking,
African-American nurse alleged that Filipino
nurses, including her supervisor, spoke Tagalog
in the workplace in order to isolate and harass
her. In addition, she claimed that her coworkers'
communication in Tagalog impeded her ability to
perform her job effectively and that, as a result,
she was not promoted. The plaintiff filed a
charge of discrimination with the EEOC, citing
as an example of discriminatory conduct the fact
that her supervisor gave the unit report in
Tagalog and that, when the plaintiff asked her
for a specific diagnosis, the supervisor refused
to respond.
The defendants, Bellevue Hospital and Marie
Aguilos, the plaintiffs supervisor, moved for
summary judgment and the plaintiff
cross-moved. Although the court did not address
the merits of maintaining a Title VII claim on .
these grounds, the McNeil court stated that"
this suit raises difficult legal issues, some of first
impression, all of great importance. " In
addition, it advised that the plaintiff should .
employ pro bono counsel, stating " t he
importance of the issues and their position on
the 'cutting edge' of civil rights law suggest that
eager, competent counsel should be readily
obtainable and delays should not be too severe. "

With regard to proving business necessity,
the Garcia case gives little guidance. Indeed, the
court expressly declined to address the issue
since the plaintiffs failed to prove a prima facie
case of disparate impact discrimination. The
dissent, however, noted that "it should not be
difficult for an employer to give specific reasons
for the policy, such as the safety reasons
advanced in this case," thereby suggesting that
the establishment of business necessity is not a
difficult proposition.
Garcia appears to provide employers with
greater flexibility in establishing English-only
policies. Yet, there is no way to predict whether
the other courts of appeals will give the EEOC
Guidelines the deference they are normally
afforded and uniformly strike down blanket
English-only rules or whether they will adopt the
Garcia rationale. In any· event, employers are
clearly better off with Garcia than without it.
Reverse English-Only Discrimination

Instead of addressing the substantive claims
of the "reverse English-only"discrimination
claim, the McNeil court dealt primarily with
procedural issues such as the exhaustion of
administrative remedies, statute of limitations,
and the plaintiffs failure to file a statement of
material facts not in dispute. The court
ultimately granted, in part, the defendants'
motion to dismiss the Section 1981 claims and
pendent state law claims, but allowed the
plaintiff to proceed with her Title VII claims,

However, if the focus of this article was to
predict the judiciary's path with regard to
English-only work rules, attempting to determine
whether the courts are skewed toward employers
may be viewing the issue from the wrong
perspective. The more recent decision in McNeil
v. Aguilos, _F.Supp._, 1995 WL 387879
(S.D.N.Y. September 16, 1993), suggests that
the crucial inquiry is whether the courts are
buying into the underlying premise of the
English-only movement, not whether they are
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thereby sending to trial an English-speaking
employee's claim that her employer
discriminated by permitting Filipino employees
to speak their native language on the job.

Nigerian accent and
communication skills.

allegedly

deficient

The plaintiff in Odima had been employed by
the defendant, the Westin La Paloma Resort, in
the hotel's laundry room while attending college.
During this time period, the plaintiff sought a
promotion to an accounting-related position
consistent with his anticipated degree in finance
at the University of Arizona's College of
Business. One of La Paloma's proffered reasons
for rejecting the plaintiff involved his accent. In
fact, the head of the accounting division told the
plaintiff that his accent was a "hinderance to
transfer to either the accounts receivable or
purchasing and receiving areas." In addition, on
an interview form for one of the positions, the
interviewer wrote " heavy accent. Could inhibit
communication .... "

Perhaps the McNeil plaintiff is on the cutting
edge of a new "reverse"discrimination language
rights cause of action available to !fi,onolingual
English speakers. Viewing McNeil from a
practical standpoint, it can be concluded that the
courts may be taking a result-oriented approach.
In other words, the McNeil opinion may
represent nothing more than a growing
recognition of the rights of English speakers.
Whether these cases suggest an outright trend
favoring the rights of English speak~rs cannot be
determined. Nevertheless, Garcia, and in its own
way McNeil, will allow employers greater
freedom to exercise their management
prerogative when adopting English-only
workplace rules.

The Ninth Circuit reversed the district court's
finding of national origin discrimination under
Title vn because it concluded that the holding
rested on an improper analysis of pretext.
Specifically, the circuit court rejected the finding
that "the alleged speech impediment is a pretext
and it clouds .and renders suspect the other
reasons advanced by defendant for its job
determinations. " Instead, it ruled that the district
court was obligated to make specific fmdings of
fact with regard to each proffered explanation
for the promotion denial. In other words, a
fmding that one of the defendant's proffered
reasons was pretextual does not automatically
lead to the conclusion that the defendant had
discriminated on the basis of the plaintiffs
national origin.

Foreign Accent Discrimination
The interrelated issue of foreign accent
discrimination is of an. older vintage and
possesses more developed case law than its
English-only counterpart. The leading case in
this area is Carino v. University of Oklahoma,
750 F.2d 815 (10th Cir. 1984). The plaintiff,
claiming national origin discrimination, asserted
that he was demoted from his position as dental
laboratory supervisor because of his Filipino
accent. The Carino court upheld an award
against the defendant and set forth the general
rule: "a foreign accent that does not interfere
with a Title vn claimant's ability to perform
duties of the position he has been denied is not
a legitimate justification for adverse employment
decisions. "

In this mixed motive, disparate treatment
case, the court ruled that even the unlawful
consideration of accent does not necessarily
render the other proffered reasons suspect. The
Odima court explained that although La Paloma
indicated that the plaintiff's accent was. a
component in the decision not to promote him,
La Paloma also offered an explanation that, if
true, constituted a legitimate nondiscriminatory
reason for hiring another candidate. Because in
a mixed motive case, consideration of a
discriminatory factor does not automatically

More recent cases have followed the
analytical framework of Carino, however, with
somewhat different results. For instance, in
. Odima v. Westin Tucson Hotel Co., 991 F.2d
595 (9th Cir. 1993), the Ninth Circuit reversed
and remanded a district court judgment in favor
of the plaintiff. At issue in Odima were six
promotion denials over a one-year period that
admittedly were based, in part, on the plaintiffs
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result in a Title VII violation , 9 the Odirna
court reversed the judgment for the plaintiff and
remanded.

unlawful
national ongm discrimination.
Furthermore, even if an unlawful motive is
involved, the decision is not automatically
improper. Thus, although Odima does not
radically affect the law in this area, it
nevertheless supports employer prerogative.

On remand, the Ninth Circuit directed the
district court to evaluate the qualifications of the
plaintiff in comparison to the successful
candidates who were promoted in order to ferret
out discriminatory motives. However, the
district court was cautioned not to substitute its
judgment for that of the employer in conducting
this review. The Odima court explained that, the·
closer the qualifications, the less weight the
court should give to perceived differences in
qualifications in deciding whether the proffered
reasons were pretextual.

Employer Statements as Merely
Circumstantial Evidence of Discrimination In the
more recent case of Hassan v. Auburn
University, _F.Supp._, 1993 WL 376784
(M.D. Ala. August 11, 1993), the district court
examined the role that alleged direct evidence
plays in a foreign accent discrimination case.
There, the plaintiff, a temporary professor of
Egyptian descent, applied for a permanent
faculty position in defendant Auburn
University'S Management Department. The
search committee for the position ranked the
plaintiff second behind another foreign national
candidate. Following· his rejection, the plaintiff
approached the head of the Management
Department to ask why the other candidate was
selected. The department head informed the
plaintiff that he believed the plaintiff's accent
and student evaluations led some faculty
members to be concerned about his ability to
communicate with students. He further conceded
that some faculty members had criticized the
plaintiffs use of English.

Interestingly, the Odima court credited the
lower court's ruling that the plaintiff had full
comprehension of English when spoken to him
and that he could speak adequate English to
conduct himself in a business or social setting.
The Odima court specifically recognized the
critical role of the trial court in evaluating a
litigant's communication skills when testifying
on his own behalf in court. The Ninth Circuit
observed that even during stressful
cross-examination in the case, on only a few
occasions was it necessary to ask the plaintiff for
clarification of his answers.
In this .regard, the Odima court took an
unusually proactive approach. In a sense, the
court's instructions on remand were
contradictory. The court was willing to credit
the employer's judgment with regard to a
candidate's qualification, but would not accept
its assessment ·of the litigant's communication
skills. In fact, the Odima court did exactly what
it cautioned against: it substituted its judgment
for that of the employer. Obviously, it could
logically be argued that the employer is better
equipped than the court to assess a candidate's
communication skills in relation to the
requirements of a particular job.

Viewing this as mere circumstantial evidence
of discrimination; the Hassan court ruled that the
McDonnell Douglas lO shifting burden
framework applies and that, as such, Auburn
need only articulate a legitimate
nondiscriminatory reason for the hiring decision.
Because, in the court's view, the comments cited
by the plaintiff did not constitute direct evidence
of discrimination, Auburn was simultaneously
relieved of the obligation to establish that it
would have made the same hiring decision in the
absence of an illegitimate factor. According to
the Hassan court, only the most blatant remarks,
the intent of which could be nothing other than
to discriminate, constitute direct evidence.

In the final analysis, Odima permits an
employer to consider an individual's foreign
accent in employment decisions, so long as the
consideration of accent is not a subterfuge for

The Hassan court explained that because the
comments regarding the plaintiffs accent were
made in the context of his ability to
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communicate in the classroom, which the
plaintiff conceded was a proper hiring
consideration, the comments could not be
considered direct evidence of discrimination. In
addition, the court disagreed that Auburn's
consideration of the plaintiffs accent was an
illegitimate and discriminatory factor under the
facts of the case. An adverse decision may be
predicated upon accent, but only when it
materially interferes with job performance.
According to the Hassan court, "There is
nothing wrong with an employer making an
honest assessment of the oral communication
sldlls of a candidate for a job when such skills
are reasonably related to job performance. "

discharge precluded her from establishing the
qualification element under the McDonnell
Douglas framework. But because the court
recognized that McDonnell Douglas was not
intended to provide a rigid and ritualistic test, it
nevertheless considered the pejorative statements
allegedly made by the plaintiff's superiors in
support of her prima facie case.
In so doing, the Hong court ruled that while
the "learn to speak English "comments could be
circumstantial proof of discriminatory animus,
the plaintiff failed to show that it was related to
the defendant's decision to discharge her.
Generally speaking, the court noted that
evidence of a supervisor's occasional or sporadic
use of a comment directed at an employee's
race, ethnicity, or national origin is not enough
to support a Title VII claim. The court
summarily refused to consider the other
comment as it constituted inadmissible hearsay.

The Hassan court concluded that, under
McDonnell Douglas, Auburn met its burden of
articulating a legitimate nondiscriminatory
reason for selecting the other candidate: that his
qualifications in an area of importance to the
goals of the school were better. The plaintiff
therefore bore the burden of establishing that the
proffered reason was mere pretext, which,
according to the court, he could not do.

Both Hassan and Hong take a narrow view of
what constitutes direct evidence of
discrimination.' These opinions, like the
corresponding English-only rulings previously
discussed, appear to be influenced by the
English-only movement. Indeed, the entirety of
the cases presented in this article appear to
signal a trend toward greater judicial recognition
of both employer prerogative and the rights of
native English speakers and a corresponding
diminished support for the claims of
non-English-speaking employees.

In a similar manner, the Seventh Circuit
considered the effect of allegedly discriminatory
remarks in Hong v. Children's Memorial
Hospital, 993 F.2d 1257 (7th Cir. 1993). The
plaintiff in Hong, a medical technician, alleged
a wrongful termination under Title VII due to
her Korean national origin. She relied primarily
on two alleged statements by her superiors. The
first was her direct supervisor's statement, made
on several occasions, that she should "learn to
speak English." The second statement, to the
effect that the plaintiff "should move back to
Korea, " was allegedly made by a hospital
physician who supervised the clinical program in
. which the plaintiff was involved, but who did
not participate in her performance evaluation.
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4. Id.; see also Gurwitt, "English-Only
Campaign Is Spreading, " 1 Governing 67
(August 1988).
5. 29 CFR sections 1606.6(b)(1).
6. Fragante v. City and County of Honolulu,
888 F.2d 591,596 (9th Cir.1989), cert. denied,
494 U.S. 1081 (1990).
7. Carrizosa, "Appeals Court Upholds Policy
of English-Only," L.A. Daily J.,p. 1, July 19,
1993.
8. Griggs v. Duke Power Co., 401 U.S. 424,
433-34 (1971).
9. The Price Waterhouse v. Hopkins, 490
U.S. 228, 259-60 (1989), standard,deemed
applicable to the plaintiffs claim, was recently
amended by the Civil Rights Act of 1991.
10. McDonnell Douglas Corp. v. Green, 411
U.S. 792, 802 (1973).
11. See also Berry v. General Motors, 796
F.Supp. 1409 (D. kan.1992)(rejecting one
plaintiffs national origin discrimination claim
that she had been denied a promotion because
her supervisor felt her accent would prohibit her
from fulfilling the requirements of the new
position).
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The Disabilities Act, One Year Later;
EEOC Deluged With Nearly 12,000 Complaints Alleging Discrimination
Liz Spayd, Washington Post Staff Writer
Copyright 1993 The Washington Post
The Washington Post
July 29, 1993
The Americans with Disabilities Act, key
provisions of which took effect a year ago this
week, has prompted thousands of U.S. workers
to file discrimination complaints against their
employers, an outpouring that over time could
bring profound changes to the workplace.

nearly 200 restaurants, movie theaters, libraries
and retail stores to find possible infractions.
The most wide-ranging legislation ever drafted
for persons with disabilities, the statute
guarantees equal employment and other rights to
the 43 million Americans who are deaf, blind,
use wheelchairs or are otherwise physically or
mentally impaired. The law was passed in 1990.

Employment experts say the landmark
legislation is effectively reshaping the defmition
of civil rights by challenging long-held axioms
about what companies must do to accommodate
every type of disabled person - whether an
employee with back problems, a customer who
can't reach store shelves or a job applicant who
needs special equipment.

Unlike other civil rights measures, the law
does not say precisely who is covered and under
what circumstances. Instead, it says only that
employers must make "reasonable
accommodations" to allow qualified disabled
applicants to perform a job, unless the company
can show that taking such steps would pose an
"undue hardship" on its operations.

At the same time, surveys and other data
suggest that after an initial rush to comply with
the ADA, most businesses are now adopting a
more complacent "wait-and-see" stance before
significantly changing their premises or policies.

With that much latitude, many businesses
feared an explosion of litigation from a segment
of society that previously had no such legal
recourse. Though the law has spurred a 20
percent jump in complaints to the EEOC, most
were filed by employed people with disabilities
that defy common stereotypes, such as those in
wheelchairs.

So far, nearly 12,000 complaints by
individuals alleging discrimination have poured
in to the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission, far surpassing the number of
complaints filed by women and minorities in the
first year after those groups were extended civil
rights protection in 1964, records show.

"One of the biggest surprises is that in
approximately 80 percent of the cases filed so
far, it is a current employee who is charging
discrimination, " said Michael D. Esposito, a
labor lawyer who represents large national
employers.

The Justice Department, which enforces
aspects of the disability law that ensure equal
access to restaurants, movie theaters and other
public spaces, is investigating more than 1,000
other complaints, officials said.

Generally, employment claims have been filed
by individuals who had a prior disability and are
now exercising their right to file a lawsuit, or
who became disabled and are suing employers
who do not accommodate their needs, Esposito
said.

"Maybe it's human nature not to do anything
until you get caught short, but we're seeing
widespread violations," said David Marlin, who
heads a local advocacy group that is scouring
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The most common disability alleged in
complaints is back injury, according to EEOC
officials, followed by mental impairments and
heart conditions.

suggest that firms that break the law could face
substantial penalties.
Last month, a jury found that a Chicago
security firm violated the ADA when it fired its
executive director after he was found to have a
brain tumor. The employee was awarded back
pay, as well as punitive damages totaling $
200,000 - the maximum allowed for a mid-sized
firm.

Federal officials say it is too early to tell how
many of the initial complaints are from people
with bona fide disabilities and how many are
merely abusing the law. To be legitimate, an
individual's impairment must substantially limit
him or her from performing "a major life
activity" such as "hearing, seeing, speaking,
walking, breathing, performing manual tasks,
caring for oneself, learning or working. " But the
law is specifically designed to cover a variety of
disabilities - not just the most severe.

Last week, the Inter-Continental Hotel in New
York settled a suit brought by the Justice
Department and agreed to spend more than $ 1
million to install ramps for wheelchair users, to
buy telecommunications devices for the deaf and
to make other changes to accommodate disabled
guests.

If the new law has spawned the kind of
complaints businesses did not expect, it also has
left them mystified about how best to respond to
the law.

EEOC officials have received nearly 200
complaints from the Washington area and many
more are being considered by local law firms.

While studies show that most businesses are
aware of the act and have taken some steps to
modify their premises - installing ramps for
wheelchairs, for example - few have yet
addressed disability issues in the workplace.

One case under investigation involves a top
salesman at a local retail store who was
dismissed by his employer after suffering an
epileptic seizure. The company argued that his
condition posed a hazard and that the seizures
would alarm customers, but the EEOC ruled that
the employee's claim was justified and plans to
file a federal suit against the company, a
commission spokesman said.

In a recent survey, the United Cerebral Palsy
Association found that 76 percent of businesses
had made some effort to comply with the law,
but a majority declined to discuss whether they
employed people with disabilities or what steps
they had taken to improve their workplaces.

Earlier this month, a lawsuit was filed against
The Wiz, alleging that the chain's 13 local music
stores are inaccessible to people in wheelchairs.
The suit was the first filed by the Disability
Rights Council of Greater Washington, which is
spearheading the effort to survey local
establishments for potential violations.

"A lot of companies are sitting back and
waiting to see whether this president and this
attorney general are willing to enforce the law,"
said Pat Wright, chief lobbyist for the Disability
Rights Education and Defense Fund. "The
make-or-break success of ADA rests on this
administration, and I think they realize that. "

Other complaints have been settled out of
court, including one involving a local company
that agreed to restore the health benefits of an
HIV-infected employee who filed federal
charges.

The EEOC has had to handle the large
caseload generated by the new law without any
new investigators, and as a result, many charges
filed last fall are only now being investigated. So
far, the agency has filed only a handful of
lawsuits. But the outcomes of those cases

Legal experts say hundreds of cases will have
to be heard before employers get a sense of
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when workers have legitimate grounds for legal
action.

Officials at Gallaudet University for the deaf
said the number of corporations recruiting on
campus has tripled since 1990, an increase
attributed largely to the new law.

Often, companies can accommodate disabled
employees with little extra expense, said Joe
Sellers, a member of the Washington Lawyers
Committee for Civil Rights Under Law who is
investigating more than 30 cases of alleged
discrimination against the disabled.

"It usually takes a while for any civil rights
law to have an impact," said Robert Weinstock,
who until recently oversaw career counseling at
Gallaudet. "But slowly it's becoming more
acceptable to have a disability than it was in the
past. I'd say we're making progress."

For instance, he said, one of his clients has a
disorder that affects his attention span and has
asked for a "fairly simple" change in work
schedule.

Copyright (c) 1993 The
Washington Post.
Reprinted
with Permission.

While some changes can be achieved
inexpensively, labor .lawyer Esposito conceded
that additional costs often are incurred.
"Even if it's just a change in a work schedule
that's needed, somehow, someone from
somewhere has to be brought in to do that job
when the other person can't," said Esposito.
Esposito said he agrees with the spirit of the
law, but is discovering many cases of people
trying to abuse it by bringing dubious charges.
A woman sued one of his clients, saying she
needed to start her workday one hour later
because her medication made it difficult for her
to wake up in the morning. In that case,
Esposito said, the woman never asked the
company for the later start time before filing her
complaint.
Lawyers for labor and management said they
expect the number of complaints to increase as
various provisions of the law are phased in.
Beginning this week, for example, telephone
companies must provide relay services for
hearing-impaired individuals, with violators
subject to action by the Federal Communications
Commission. Such services have been available
in the Washington area for more than a year.
Ultimately, the new law's success will be
measured by how the lives of those with
disabilities are improved, advocates said. And
slowly, improvement seems to be occurring.
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Crawling Before He Can Fly;
Dulles Airline Wouldn't Help Aide for Disabled

Sandra Evans, Washington Post Staff Writer
Copyright 1993 The Washington Post
The Washington Post
August 2, 1993
Rick Douglas did not have to cast far for an
example to use in his Saturday night speech, .
celebrating the third anniversary of the
Americans with Disabilities Act, on challenges
still facing the disabled.

airline staffs have not been properly briefed on
the laws, he said.
A United Express airline spokesman, Barron
Beneski, said personnel had followed the
airline's rules and those of the Federal Aviation
Administration in making Douglas board
unassisted. The 19-seat commuter plane had no
flight attendant, and in case of emergency
passengers must be able to get out on their own,
Beneski said.

To get to the speech in Allentown, Pa., the
executive director of the President's Committee
on Employment of People with Disabilities had
to drag himself up five steps and crawl onto a
United Express airplane at Dulles International
Airport as passengers and airline personnel
watched.

"If you can't get yourself on the airplane, you
can't board" when there is no flight attendant,
Beneski said yesterday. "You are a potential
safety threat in the event of an emergency to
yourself and other passengers. " United Express,
based in Loudoun County, is a separate
company from United Airlines, Beneski said.

After landing, he waited until the other
passengers had gotten off and then dragged
himself from his seat and down the steps.
Douglas, disabled by multiple sclerosis, said
United Express personnel at Dulles first told him
that he could not fly on the commuter airplane at
all because he needs a wheelchair, then said that
he could go only if he got aboard without any
assistance.

Attempts to reach FAA officials who could
interpret the regulations regarding disabled
passengers were unsuccessful yesterday. Susan
Hawes, a duty manager who answered the
telephone at the FAA's central office in
Washington, said that in general the airlines
know the regulations and are responsible for
carrying them out.

"It was humiliating. My clothes are covered
with aviation fuel and oil," Douglas said in a
telephone interview from Allentown yesterday ..
"I was coming up against the day-to-day
discrimination
that discourages [disabled]
people from traveling and even working. "

"It's an ongoing issue. It raises its head every
six months or so," Hawes said. It goes beyond
people in wheelchairs, she added, with airlines
also debating how to deal with blind and
seriously overweight passengers who might have
more problems in emergencies.

Watching her husband throw himself on the
steps and drag himself up "made me cry,"
Nancy Flinn said.
Douglas, 50, who lives in the District, said
United Express violated federal law requiring
equal access to public transportation for disabled
people. The incident is an example of how

Spokesmen for USAir and Continental, who
also operate small commuter planes, said
yesterday that they could not immediately say
whether they had had any disputes with disabled
passengers over access to their planes. The
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spokesmen were not able to give details of
company policy on handling passengers in
wheelchairs.
Douglas, who said he travels a couple of
weeks every month in his job, said he has been
on small commuter flights many times before,
including on planes without flight attendants, and
has always received any assistance he needed in
boarding.

ticket, he explained that he is a wheelchair user,
and information was put on his ticket record
with the airline, he said.
But airline personnel stopped him at the gate.
When he dragged himself up the steps at Dulles,
the United Express ground crew "just watched
me," he said. Finally, one female staff member
"broke ranks" and helped him lift his legs up the
steps, Douglas said.

Access to transportation has been a major
issue for disabled people. Advocates for the
disabled have been lobbying airlines and
airports, particularly those with small commuter
planes, to invest in special lifts to get disabled
people onto airplanes usually boarded using
steps, Douglas said.

"All these [passengers] were watching me,"
Douglas said. "They looked shocked and
horrified. "
After landing in Allentown, none of the
ground crew would help with his bags, so the
copilot carried them, he said. Douglas returned
from Pennsylvania on a USAir flight yesterday,
and airline staff carried him up the steps in a
chair,he said.

Under a 1988 Air Carrier Access Act, airline
personnel on small planes are not obliged to
carry disabled passengers by their arms and legs,
but are supposed to use boarding chairs or lifts,
according to Douglas, who has worked with the
presidential committee on disabilities for 2 112
years.

"We have gotten letters at the president's
committee from people who have had similar
experiences, " Douglas said of Saturday'S
incident. "A lot of us already are giving up on
air travel. "

The
Americans with Disabilities
Act
underscores the air carrier access law by
requiring equal access to public transportation
for disabled people, he said.

Staff writer Michael D. Shear contributed to
this report.

Douglas said he plans to ask the Department
of Transportation to develop stronger measures
on training of airline personnel and a
clarification of rules on commuter flights.

Copyright 1993
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"We will do whatever it takes to sharpen up
the regulations," he said. "Negotiations and
mediation and being nice guys with the airlines
isn't working."
Dozens of airports now have lifts, which cost
$ 12,000 to $ 25,000 each, but Douglas and
Beneski said Dulles has none. Most airlines have
special aisle boarding chairs to help disabled
people to their seats, Douglas said.
Douglas said he and his wife had traveled
Saturday from Charleston, S.C., and were
transferring at Dulles to United Express Flight
6251 to Allentown. When he purchased the
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Overweight Workers Battle Bias on the Job;
Looks Discrimination Called Common, but Hard to Prove

Kara Swisher, Washington Post Staff Writer
Copyright 1994 The Washington Post
The Washington Post
January 24, 1994
Everybody knows.

Late last year, the EEOC strongly backed a
329-pound hospital attendant in Rhode Island in
her victorious and precedent-setting case in
which a federal appeals court upheld the right of
some obese people to sue under laws that protect
the disabled.

Tall men do better than short men. Homely
people suffer societal prejudice while life's
lovelies prevail. You look different, you pay.
And if you are very overweight, you can pretty
much forget about climbing that corporate ladder
to the top.

While many see that win - which still could
be appealed to the Supreme Court - as a
positive sign, the battle to make the workplace
"looks-blind" remains a tough fight.

While multitudes of laws against gender and
race discrimination have been passed and claims
based on those laws have flooded the nation's
courtrooms and resulted in multimillion-dollar
judgments, fights against workplace
discrimination based on appearance have not had
the same success.

Several Washington plastic surgeons
interviewed, for example, said that a large and
growing chunk of their patients seek cosmetic
surgery to look better on the job.
"Many young professionals feel this is
important," said Dr. Steven Hopping, a local
cosmetic surgeon. "Some people perceive that
their competition is younger and want to
recapture that vitality and youthfulness."

But bolstered by a federal law - the
Americans With Disabilities Act enacted in 1990
- and several recent studies confrrming
economic disadvantages suffered because of
appearance, the issue of looks is taking its place
in workplace discrimination cases.

Despite advances in the law, civil rights
attorneys said it is hard to find clients who are
willing to endure the pressures of a major court
battle or who have strong enough cases on the
basis of looks discrimination alone to guarantee
that they will prevail.

With a couple of important cases specifically
dealing with overweight people now working
their way through courts, and a push in a few
states to include looks protections in civil rights
laws, many expect such claims to become more
common.

"It's clear that it's unfair for people to be
discriminated against because of how they look, "
said Washington civil rights attorney Laura
Einstein. "But ... it's more unlikely that
someone is going to say they were wronged
because they are ugly ... that stuff only happens
on 'L.A. Law'. "

"This is a really live issue," said Peggy
Mastroianni, head of the ADA policy division of
the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
(EEOC), the federal agency that handles
allegations of employment discrimination in the
workplace. "The more people understand the
new law and also find other avenues for relief,
the more cases I think we are going to see."

Looks discrimination is not explicitly
prohibited under federal law, and only a
smattering of state and local laws - including
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those in the District - have "personal
appearance" protections. While federal civil
rights laws specifically bar discrimination based
on race and sex, physical characteristics such as
obesity, ugliness and shortness are not protected.

The study noted that heavy women suffered
more economically than men, but both earned
much less than their thinner counterparts, were
less likely to get married and had less schooling.
"The study fit in with the experience of lots of
individuals who are overweight," said Steven
Gortmaker, a professor of sociology at Harvard
who co-authored the study.

There are many negative stereotypes for the
overweight: They are in poor physical shape, or
are unclean, or lazy, or either very happy or
very depressed. In the workplace the worst
characterizations - when accurate - translate to
a manager's largest headache: an unproductive
employee.

Gortmaker called for government officials to
specifically extend ADA protections to those
who are overweight. "Recent evidence and
medical consensus is showing that it is very
difficult to lose weight," Gortmaker said. "But
proving discrimination is still very, very
difficult. "

"In the workplace, it's clear that fat people
are usually not promoted and underemployed,"
said Laura Eljaiek, head of the National
Association to Advance Fat Acceptance. The
mission of the 25-year-old group based in
California is to improve the quality of life for fat
people through public education and advocacy.

Difficult but not impossible, it seems from
Bonnie Cook's case. Cook had been a hospital
attendant in a Rhode Island facility for the
mentally retarded. She quit, then reapplbseveral years later.

Fighting back is the least of an overweight
person's worries in the workplace, according to
recent studies for the association by Esther
Rothblum, a professor of psychology at the
University of Vermont who surveyed the group's
4,000 members.

Despite a "spotless" work record, she was
denied employment because of her weight. Cook
weighs about 320 pounds, and state officials said
she had to get below 300. Cook tried losing
weight but was unsuccessful.

Rothblum found that the more people
weighed, the more they reported anecdotal
instances of employment discrimination and of
being the targets of jeering comments about
weight.

She went to the Rhode Island branch of the
American Civil Liberties Union. State officials
"were clear with her," said Steven Brown,
ACLU executive director in Providence. "It was
just a perfect case of how an arbitrary
employment decision was made with nothing but
stereotypes determining whether she could do
the job."

Some courts have agreed that some jobs, such
as emergency workers, legitimately may require
that people not be too overweight. But Rothblum
and other researchers said that 90 percent of
work-related activities are not affected by
weight.

Brown said many employers try to conceal the
fact that appearance is a factor in employment
decisions. "In Bonnie's case, the state did not
hide it; but usually employers use a more neutral
reason, and it's hard to prove discriminatory
intent of an employer," Brown said.

Employers seem not to be moved by that fact.
A study last fall by Harvard University's School
of Public Health, published in the New England
Journal of Medicine, firmly linked being
overweight with being economically
disadvantaged. There are, it said, about 30
million overweight Americans, 900,000 of them
considered obese.

Lawyers for Rhode Island argued that obesity
should not be covered by the law because it was
caused by voluntary conduct and was not an
"immutable" condition. In addition, they said, it
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also could compromise Cook's ability to
evacuate patients and put her at a greater risk for
illnesses.

Currently, the state is also the first place where
that law is being tested on the issue of a hostile
work environment based on weight and not sex.

After a tbree-day trial, the jury sided with
Cook and awarded her $ 100,000, a verdict
upheld by higher courts.

Connie Soviak alleges that she was
consistently ridiculed and harassed when she
worked as a teller at a Michigan bank. Because
of the abuse, she left in 1991 and sued last year.
The trial is scheduled for next month.

Cook still is waiting for damages and the state
still could appeal to the Supreme Court. "At this
point, we are not ready to comment" about what
action the state will take, said John Breguet, the
attorney who is handling the Cook case for
Rhode Island.

According to Soviak's attorney, James Parks,
she had a lot to put up with, including
allegations of statements that include, "For a fat
person, you don't smell much" and "Fat people
are liars."

Things did not work out as well for Toni
Linda Cassista, a 305-pound woman who was
denied a job at a health food co-op in Santa
Cruz, Calif., in 1987 and was told that weight
had been one of the reasons.

There have been few successful prosecutions
of weight discrimination in Michigan despite the
law, said Parks, because of societal prejudices
about weight. "It's insidious and subtle, but too
many judges and juries still think because
someone is fat that it's their fault," Parks said.
"They forget that the problem may be in the
genes and not on a plate. "

Cassista sued under state civil rights laws and
lost in the California Supreme Court.
"Basically what California said is that if you
are ugly or fat you can be discriminated
against," said Cassista's lawyer in the case,
Stefanie Brown. "But if you are ugly because of
a scar from accident or fat from a genetic
disorder, you may have a shot. "

There are overweight protection bills under
consideration in Texas and New York. If civil
rights laws are passed, many predict there could
be legal requirements for larger furniture and
other more "fat-friendly" policies in the
workplace, Eljaiek said.

Though there is now a personal appearance
protection law in Santa Cruz and Cassista is
thinking of further challenging the decision,
activists for overweight people call the Cassista
case a setback because it keeps the overweight in
a disabled category.

The struggle for those who are not as
attractive for reasons other than weight may be
even harder. A new study quantifies a
widespread notion: People thought to be
good-looking are paid on average about 10
percent more than those considered by
interviewers to be homely.

"Most fat people do not consider themselves
disabled, " said Eljaiek, of the National
Association to Advance Fat Acceptance. "What
happens to all those people who are fatter than
what is considered appropriate, but who are not
fat enough to name weight as a protected
category?"

While the question of what is beautiful is
thought to be subjective, the researchers found
widespread agreement over racial and ethnic
lines on what was considered good-looking, said
Daniel Hamermesh, professor of economics at
the University of Texas and one of the authors
of the study.

Besides the District's Human Rights Act of
1977 and some other municipalities with laws,
Michigan is the only state that has a law
prohibiting discrimination because of weight.

"It's a robust finding," he said. "People
probably would hate to go into court over it, but
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if there is a reasonable financial incentive, I
assume these results should be followed by that
kind of litigation. "
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Francine Weiss, a Washington civil rights
attorney, said looks often play a role in
workplace cases centered on issues such as
sexual harassment or age discrimination.
"Especially with older women, appearance is
always an issue, such as a male supervisor who
wants a younger, more attractive woman,"
Weiss said. "It's implicit in a lot of cases, but
not an easy pattern to prove. "

In fact, according to plastic surgeons
interviewed, people seek out surgery to look
better just so they can succeed. Contrary to the
widely held notion that plastic surgery is for
bored, rich housewives, most of those seeking
plastic surgery in this area are working
professionals. Most are women, said several
Washington area plastic surgeons, though
increasingly men are getting treatment.
Washington area plastic and cosmetic surgeons
say they typically see two kinds of patients -younger people who undertake surgery to correct
things that are unattractive and older people who
are trying to look like they are not getting older.
The first group usually opts for procedures such
as nose jobs, while the latter want face lifts and
eye lid tucks.
It's not cheap: Eye lid surgery to lift that
hooded look costs $ 2,500, varying fat injections
and skin peels to smooth out wrinkles cost from
$ 600 to $ 800 and facial liposuction and chin
lifts run from $ 2,000 to $ 3,000.
Dr. Scott Spear, another local plastic surgeon,
says he is not sure how to stop the focus on
beauty.
"That looks study confirms that we are a very
superficial society," he said. "People still judge
books by their covers, so what in the world do
you do?"
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HATE GOES TO COLLEGE
American Bar Association
July, 1990
Steve France

It used to be that the goal of the
civil-rights movement was integration, the
"melting pot." But over the years that idea has
fallen out of favor, dismissed as white, male,
Eurocentric. Why, reformers ask, should our
goal be to homogenize diverse cultures in our
society to conform to the standards of the
dominant culture? Shouldn't we encourage
diversity and pluralism instead, and work
affirmatively to ensure that minorities enjoy
equal power and prestige?

The incidents are familiar: At the
University of Michigan the student- run radio
station broadcasts a racial joke.
At the
University of Wisconsin a fraternity holds a
mock slave auction. At Stanford a picture of
Beethoven is given fuller lips and dark frizzy
hair, and then posted in a black-studies
dormitory. Swastikas, epithets and Ku Klux Klan
imagery poison the environment of many a
campus.
Coast to coast, it seems, racial tensions
on American university campuses have been
rising for several years. Increasingly rough
words are being spoken, lines defiantly drawn.
And the schools themselves are in an exquisite
dilemma, forced to defend by turns the principle
of free speech that, more than anything else,
defmes the spirit of truth-seeking for which
universities are said to stand, and the right of
their students-especially those who are members
of racial and other minorities-to seek the truth in
surroundings free of hatred and intimidation.

In this view, physical integration of
minorities into the main-stream is inadequate.
Integration must be joined with commitment to
diversity. Thus Kathleen Mahoney, a Canadian
law professor, argues that her country has
rightly rejected the melting pot in favor of "a
mosaic approach to cultural diversity. "
But pursuit of this egalitarian ideal in the
United States will require painful changes in
traditional First Amendment doctrines that
protect speech attacking racial minorities, gays
and women, say Mahoney and many American
professors, students and activists.

In response to a growing number of
incidents, many universities have enacted
"conduct codes" prohibiting certain types of
racist and other anti-minority speech. That
tactic has sparked great concern among some
civil libertarians, who believe it violates the
First Amendment.
Many of them express
bewilderment that civil-rights activists who have
turned so often to the Bill of Rights are now
advocating limits on the right of free speech.

So far the changes have indeed been
painful. The University of Michigan, for
example, adopted a conduct code to suppress
speech offensive to minorities, but a federal
judge declared it to be unconstitutionally
overbroad. (Doe v. University of Michigan,
721 F. Supp. 852 [B.D. Mich. 1989].) But
many other codes remain in force, or are being
developed, at other schools.

To understand the debate it is necessary
to understand the philosophical distance travelled
by civil-rights activists since the Civil Rights Act
was passed in 1964. The experience of those 26
years has raised doubts among many activists
about the adequacy of traditional American
notions of equality and minority rights.

Last summer the University of
Wisconsin instituted one of the toughest codes;
It subjects students to discipline for
"discriminatory comments or expressive
behavior directed at an individual that
intentionally demean the race, sex, religion,
color, creed, disability, sexual orientation,
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national origin, ancestry or age of the individual,
and create a demeaning environment for
education. "

Strossen is careful to establish her civil-rights
credentials, emphasizing the ACLU's "deep
commitment to eradicating racism throughout
society. "

Some argue that because the Wisconsin
rule is restricted to statements directed at an
individual, it fails to reach general expressions
of racism, sexism and homophobia. The intent
requirement has been criticized as creating too
many difficult problems of proof for those who
would invoke the protections of the code. At
least two constitutional-law professors, Mari
Matsuda of the University of Hawaii and
Charles R. Lawrence ill of Stanford, argue that
such codes should protect only members of
"historical victim groups" and not members of
dominant social groups.

Nor does she easily accept the notion
that her disagreement with campus-code
advocates involves a profound difference in basic
political philosophy. Rather, Strossen and other
optimists on both sides of the debate believe that
their differences can be reconciled, with an
eventual net gain in mutual understanding.
To a degree, this hope seems based on
the belief that campus-code advocates don't
really mean what they say. While remaining
respectful of their motivations, the optimists see
the chorus of calls for speech restrictions as a
reaction to a rising tide of racist campus
incidents and to society's indifference to
. minority concerns. Therefore, they reason,
genuine compromise is possible, once the First
Amendment is understood and the good faith of
its defenders established.'

Most civil libertarians, on the other
hand, complain that the conduct codes are
unwise and unworkable as social policy, and
unconstitutional as a matter of First Amendment
law. Led by the American Civil Liberties Union
(which represented the plaintiff in the Michigan
case), they have opposed the codes around the
country. In March the ACLU sued to have the
Wisconsin code declared unconstitutional.

The outcome of Stanford's year-long
debate· on the limits that can be placed on
discriminatory speech seems to support that·
hope.

But even veteran ACLU attorneys admit
that they fmd it painful to be fighting against
civil-rights activists, many of whom are old
allies or themselves members of the ACLU.
Inured to charges that they are "the criminals'
lobby," that they sympathize with subversives
and condone various outrages, they squirm at
implications that they are insensitive to
At last year's convention, for
minorities.
example, as a gesture of sensitivity to minority
concerns, the union formally considered a
resolution in favor of campus codes.

Angered by two campus incidents,
students and faculty proposed to further the
school's "commitment to diversity" by punishing
forms of expression that "degrade, victimize,
stigmatize, or pejoratively characterize
[individuals or groups] on the basis of personal,
cultural or intellectual diversity. "
Two Stanford scholars of constitutional
law, Gerald Gunther and William Cohen,
supported by a large ad hoc group of
undergraduates, led a successful fight to derail
the proposed rule. A third scholar, Thomas·
Grey, took a more moderate position, drafting a
series of compromises.

"I found it amazing that 10 years after
the Skokie case [upholding the right of
noo-Nazis to march through a heavily Jewish
suburb of Chicago] we were thinking about
endorsing censorship, " says Nadine Strossen, the
ACLU's general counsel.

As of April it appeared that Grey's
compromise would be enacted. It requires proof
of an intent to insult, direct communication to an
individual, and use of "fighting" words or

Nonetheless, in arguing against a
proposed Stanford rule to punish abusive speech,
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non-verbal symbols. There is general agreement
that Grey's rule is basically a symbolic gesture,
punishing only the rare one-on-one racial
epithet. The new rule, its proponents admit,
would not even reach the two episodes that
caused the conflict in the first place.

Strossen denies that the price of
protecting free speech is a diminution of the
commitment to equality: "This false dichotomy, "
she says, "simply drives artificial wedges
between would-be allies in what should be a
common struggle to promote civil rights and
civil liberties. "

Though a few partisans on either side
oppose the rule as too broad or too narrow, both
Cohen and Grey believe the debate was a useful
exercise in airing minority concerns and teaching
the university community about free-speech
principles. Now, they hope the school can
implement other, more positive programs to
reduce intergroup tensions.

But First Amendment revisionists also
deny that their proposals require a balancing
approach to the Constitution. They really mean
it when they argue that sanctions on
discriminatory speech promote free speech.
"Freedom of expression as defmed by
women and minority groups looks different than
freedom of speech defined by others, " comments
Mahoney.

Nationally, however, the movement
toward substantial regulation of discriminatory
speech is still advancing. Far from being a hasty
reaction to campus racism, the movement has
deep roots in revisionist views of the First
Amendment, free speech and equal rights. If
one takes them seriously, the Grey compromise
between black and white students may be just a
cease-fire.

"Speech is meaningless to people who do
not have equality. I mean substantive as well as
procedural equality," Mari Matsuda says in
arguing for content- and viewpoint-based limits
on speech-an idea she frankly admits is "heresy
in First Amendment doctrine."

James McPhail, a Stanford law student
and self-described moderate, sees it that way:
"It's okay for starters," he says. McPhail has
praise for the university'S willingness to explore
the problem of campus racism but still thinks
opponents of the first proposal overreacted in
"immediately dragging the First Amendment into
it," especially since Stanford, as a private
institution, is not bound by the First
Amendment.

"Equality is a necessary precondition to
free speech," Charles Lawrence states in an
article .suggesting that "Content regulation of
racist speech is not just permissible but, in
certain circumstances, may be required by the
Constitution. "

In arguing for a broad rule at Stanford,
several minority-student groups put the matter
squarely. Rather than reduce free speech, they
said, such a rule would increase free speech and
"vigorous debate."

But Wendy Leibowitz, another law
student active in the debate, feels directly
threatened by any rule against discriminatory
speech. "I'm Jewish, but I don't want any
special protection-it's demeaning to me," she
says.
"I think these rules tend to further
isolate students of color, stir up everyone's
resentments, and discourage communication. "

Aside from the severe emotional distress
caused by racist speech, and its tendency to
spread the infection of racism, the most insistent
claim made by advocates of regulation is that
racist speech "silences" its victims. It "warn [s]
them that they will suffer some kind of harm, "
according to a group of Stanford minority
students, if they speak up for their rights in
society.

The reason a true compromise may not
be easy to reach is that both sides believe they
have unequivocal commitments to the twin goals
of equality and free speech.
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To maintain our traditional First
Amendment tolerance of hate speech is, Matsuda
says, to impose "a psychic tax on those least
able to pay."
At best, First Amendment
"romantics" show insensitivity to the hurtful,
silencing impact of discriminatory speech. At
worst, the traditional view acts as a self-serving
cover for the continued domination of majority
elites.

Consistent with this rosy view of the
philosophical distance between the two sides,
Strossen and others have emphasized the
pragmatic reasons against trying to regulate
discriminatory speech. After easily
demonstrating that such regulation is
unconstitutional, they point out reasons why it is
also unworkable and unproductive.
Alan Borovoy, general counsel of the
Canadian Civil Liberties Association, argues that
it is difficult for "a blunt instrument like the
criminal law to distinguish destructive hatred
from constructive tension" in the complex matter
of intergroup relations. Prosecutors are placed
on a slippery slope from which they are likely to
fall into punishing useful speech just because
some find it offensive.

Faced with the need to improve
minorities' ability to express their views,
revisionists have tried to expand exceptions to
the First Amendment. But the exceptions
provide only limited room for reform. They
range from marginal doctrines recognizing the
tort of intentional infliction of emotional distress
or the special right of "captive audiences" to be
shielded from offensive speech, to the largely
discredited doctrines of "fighting words" and
group defamation.

In addition, even when the indicted
speech is truly vicious, prosecution can play into
the hands of the speaker by giving him a
resounding public forum in which to expound
his hateful opinions. Borovoy notes that Adolf
Hitler used anti.;hate speech laws in Weimar
Germany to publicize his cause and play the
martyr.

Worse yet, Matsuda notes, stretching
these exceptions would create content- neutral
holes in First Amendment doctrine, holes that
could be used to silence minorities. She proposes
a frankly "non-neutral, value-laden"· approach
predicated on a recognition that "protection of
racist speech is a form of state action," that in
effect "the state is promoting racist speech. "

Strossen points out that unless such laws
punish only racist speech against minorities they
are likely to be used against intemperate
members of minority groups, who are the
intended beneficiaries of the laws. After all, the
laws, as political instruments, are ultimately
controlled by the majority. She cites the fact
that the University of Michigan applied its rule
to several minority students before it was struck
down.

For Matsuda and other revisionists, the
state can and should limit "persecutorial, hateful
and degrading messages of racial inferiority
directed against a historically oppressed group. "
Only oppressed groups would be protected
because "retreat and reaffirmation of personhood
are more easily attained for historically
non-subjugated group members," Matsuda says.

Civil libertarians also contend that racist
speech serves as a warning system by revealing
anti-social pathologies. Once warned, healthy
individuals and institutions can be mobilized
againSt the threat and can better develop
immunities. Viewed in this light, tolerance of
hateful speech is not a matter of indulgence or
sympathy with the views expressed, but a vital
way for society to develop stronger resistance
mechanisms.

Despite the radical implications of such
arguments, Strossen urges the revisionists to
recognize "how narrow are the actual differences
between us regarding the extent to which racist
speech should be prohibited."
She even
concedes that banning certain forms of racist
expression would make a symbolic contribution
to "our all-important struggle to eradicate the
cancer of racism itself. "
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Gerald Gunther says that he feels almost
grateful on the rare occasions when a student in
his constitutional-law class expresses unpopular,
retrograde views against affirmative action or
other well-established liberal doctrines. Without
the spark of live conflict the classroom
discussion tends to languish.

logically hard to reconcile himself to
affirmative-action policies (though he is quick to
characterize those policies as "a strategy, not a
principle").
The revisionist view of free speech does
seem akin to afftrmative action in certain ways,
Strossen admits. In any case, those who are
opposed to affirmative action are ferocious in
their condemnation of the hate-speech rules.

Although these pragmatic arguments are
forcefully presented and despite revisionists'
protestations against the "ringing rhetoric" of
First Amendment romantics, civil libertarians
tend to speak in muted tones when opposing
hate- speech rules. They do not loudly invoke
the fundamental political principles of
free-speech doctrine.

Thus Alan Keyes, a former offtcial in
the Reagan administration and the Republican
candidate for a Maryland Senate seat in 1988 (he
lost to Paul Sarbanes), denounces them as
patronizing, paternalistic forms of a wellintentioned racism that cripples blacks. He says
he would feel cheated by an education that
insulated him from contact with white racist
views. "I wouldn't want to graduate and the first
time I get into a debate with a real gutter fighter
on any issue of importance, they look at me and
call me 'nigger,' and I lose my mind," he says.

Have liberal civil libertarians in fact
subtly silenced themselves? Some have done
more than that.
The ACLU's southern and northern
California affIliates have approved a hatespeech policy similar to the Grey compromise at
Stanford. There are signs this softness is based
on ACLU leaders' sympathy for the revisionist
view that equality should be defined as a group
right, not merely as the individual's right, to be
free from discrimination.

Even without offtcial punishment of
conservative views, students feel social pressure
to conform to "the new secular orthodoxy on
social issues," says Wayne State Law School
Professor Robert Sedler, who argued the case
against Michigan's hate-speech rule. "The '60s
New Left radicals have taken over lots of
university establishments. They can be just as
fascistic as anyone. "

According to Strossen, who says her
position on the issue is hardening as she
continues to reflect on it, the concept of a
cultural mosaic as a substitute for the
melting-pot ideal is based on giving group rights
priority over individual rights. As long as rights
belong just to individuals and are not limited by
group rights, in this view, historical patterns of
inequality will be perpetuated.

Shelby Steele, a professor of English at
San Jose State University and a frequent writer
on the subject of race, believes the reigning
orthodoxy of race relations tends to exacerbate
tensions. In his view, the cult of diversity and
pluralism destroys students' ability to understand
their own racial anxieties (white guilt, black fear
of inferiority) and their hope of seeing each
other's essential human likeness.

The ACLU's national legal director,
John Powell, opposes campus speech codes but
says "our concept of equality under the 14th
Amendment is anemic and underdeveloped. I'm
not sure just what its contours are, but it is not
just a matter of not discriminating against
individuals. "

Subjected to "a machinery of separatism
that, in the name of sacred difference, redraws
the ugly lines of segregation," students are
forced into ever more extreme conflicts, Steele
says. Gutless school offtcials cave in to whatever

If he saw equality as just a matter of
individual rights, he says, he might find it.
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demands minorities put on the table, "rather than
work with them to assess their real needs. "

Copyright 1990 by the
Association; Steve France.
permission.

Steele longs to hear again the message
he heard from Martin Luther King in 1964, the
summer before he entered college: "When you
are behind in a footrace, the only way to get
ahead is to run faster than the man in front of
you. So when your white roommate says he's
tired and goes to sleep, you stay up and bum the
midnight oil."
For Steele, this statement was a
recognition that success in an integrated society
would be difficult, but that the difficulty should
be viewed as a challenge to be assumed, rather
than a reason to abandon the idea of integration.
First Amendment revisionists seem to be
on solid ground when they argue that
free-speech values do not exist in a political
vacuum. However, that fact may in the end
work to their disadvantage-casting doubt on the
wisdom of their fundamental social ideal.
Liberals who wish to defend traditional
values of free speech may find themselves
defending far more of our political value system
than they would like.
That system gives
primacy to individual rights and the building of
a common national identity-principles in
harmony with the old ideals of integration and
the melting pot.
Given a choice between abandoning the
First Amendment or upholding those principles,
liberals may be forced to reject much of their
current minority agenda.

In the end, the debate over free speech
on campus is really about what kind of social
equality we believe is possible and just. The last
several years of struggling with that question
have not given much comfort to those who
believe in the melting pot and the wisdom of the
country's founders.

Steve France is a lawyer and writer in
Washington, D.C.
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Hate Crime Laws and the First Amendment;
Treading the Fine Line Between Discrimination and Expression
DAVID COLE
The Connecticut Law Tribune
March 22, 1993
Only a lawyer (or Nat Hentoft) could fail to see the difference between burning a cross to express
racial hatred and beating a human being for the same reason. Yet Hentoff, in his Feb. 6, 1993 column
in The Washington Post, and many civil liberties lawyers argue that if laws against racially motivated
cross burnings violate the First Amendment, so do enhanced penalties for racially motivated assaults.
The contend that hate-crime statutes impermissibly impose increased penalties on the basis of racist
thought and thereby create "thought crimes."
Both Wisconsin's and Ohio's state supreme courts have agreed, striking down bias-crime
enhancement statutes in reliance on the Supreme Court's decision last summer in R.A. V. v. St. Paul, 112
S. Ct. 2538 (1992), the cross-burning case. The Supreme Court has agreed to review the Wisconsin
decision and will resolve the issue this summer.
The dispute over hate-crime statutes demonstrate that First Amendment absolutism, if unchecked,
can override important civil-rights values. If the argument against hate-crime statutes were to succeed,
all anti-discrimination law would be constitutionally suspect. At the same time, the dispute also
demonstrates the fine line between discrimination and expression and reveals a possibly inescapable
tension between our commitments to the First Amendment and to equal protection.
The civil libertarians ' attack on hate-crime statutes parallels the reasoning in R.A. V. In this case,
the Supreme Court struck down a law that punished "fighting words" that "[aroused] anger, alarm or
resentment in others on the basis of race, color, creed, religion or gender. " The Court reasoned that while
St. Paul could have punished all fighting words - words that by their very nature provoke a violent
response and are generally unprotected by the Constitution - it could not pick and choose among fighting
words on the basis of their racist or sexist content.
The Wisconsin and Ohio supreme courts applied similar analysis to invalidate enhanced penalties
for racially biased crimes. The state can penalize all assaults equally, they reasoned, but it cannot select
some assaults for greater punishment because of their racist or sexist content. According to thee courts,
the only difference between an ordinary assault and a racially motivated assault is the assailant's thought
process, and therefore hate-crime enhancement provisions impermissibly punish thought of a particular
content, just as the St. Paul ordinance punished expression of a particular content.
Not So Simple Distinctions
In applying the logic of R.A.V., the Wisconsin and Ohio supreme courts ignored, however,
Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes' adage: "The life of the law is not logic but experience." The argument

David Cole is an associate professor at the Georgetown University Law Center, where
he teaches constitutional law, and a volunteer staff attorney for the Center for
Constitutional Rights in New York City. He litigates cases involving First Amendment
rights, women's rights, and international human rights. This article is reprinted with
permission of The Tribune. C 1994 THE CONNECTICUT LAW TRIBUNE.
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against hate-crimes statutes works only if one fails to recognize the common-sense difference between
expressing one's racial hatred by burning a cross and by beating a man.
The important difference here, however, is not simply between conduct and speech. Distinctions
between conduct and speech are never simple in First Amendment terms: as the Supreme Court's
flag-burning decisions correctly acknowledged, First Amendment-protected "expression" can be
communicated through words, images and actions alike.
Under speech doctrine, the critical difference lies not in the character of the act prohibited, but
in the government's interest in regulating the act. Where the government seeks to suppress what the
conduct communicates, its regulations trigger stringent First Amendment protection. Where the
government's interest in regulating is unrelated to the message communicated, incidental burdens on
expression are generally permitted.
St. Paul, for example, sought ~ regulate cross burnings not to protect crosses, but to stem the
message of hatred that cross burnings symbolically express. Similarly, when Congress banned flag
burnings several years ago, it created an exception for those who burned a worn flag in order to dispose
of it respectfully. In both instance, government sought to regulate particular forms of conduct precisely
because of the ideas they communicated, and the regulations were struck down.
By contrast, where a state penalizes a racially motivated assault, it does so not merely because
of what the assault communicates, but because of what it does: It singles out a human being for physical
assault based on his or her race. The state's concern is not merely with prohibiting a racist message racists may stilI make their views known, by proclaiming then on the streets or burning crosses - but
with punishing a discriminatory act that inflicts identifiable, non-communicative harm.
Ifhate-crime statutes were unconstitutional simply because they impose enhanced penalties on acts
with a particular racist motive, then all laws against intentional racial discrimination would also be
unconstitutional. Take employment discrimination. When a company fires an employee arbitrarily
without regard to race, its actions mayor may not be illegal, depending on state employment laws. But
when a company fires an employee because he is black, there is no doubt that its actions may be
punished, and may be punished more severely, than a merely arbitrary termination. Yet under the
Wisconsin court's reasoning, increased penalties for race discrimination in employment would violate the
First Amendment because they would tum on whether a termination was motivated by racist thought.
Thought Crimes

In one sense, however, the Wisconsin and Ohio courts were right: Bias crimes are "thought
crimes." But so is all intentional discrimination, which is by definition conduct motivated by the belief,
thought or assumption that persons of a particular race or gender or sexual orientation are not worthy of
equal respect. The First Amendment does not permit us to punish that belief as long as it remains. a
belief, even a voiced belief. But once prejudice moves beyond thought or expression, and inspires a
prejuiced act that harms someone in a non-communicative manner - by denying her a job, a house, a
vote or life and limb - society can and should punish the act as discrimination.
The Supreme Court itself recognized this common-sense distinction nearly 10 years ago in
Roberts v. United States Jaycees, 468 U.S. 609 (1984). Rejecting a First Amendment challenge to
regulations prohibiting the Jaycees' discriminatory admissions policies against women, the Court stated:
[Acts) of invidious discrimination . . . cause unique evils that government has a compelling
interest to prevent - wholly apart from the point of view such conduct may transmit. Accordingly, like
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violence or other types of potentially expressive activities that produce special harms distinct from their
communicative impact, such practices are entitled to no constitutional protection.
But what are the "special harms" that discriminatory acts cause, and are they really "distinct from
their communicative impact"? The American Civil Liberties Union's amicus brief in the Wisconsin
hate-crimes case, filed in support of the Wisconsin statute, argues that a bias assault may be more
severely punished because it is more than an assault on the victim's physical well-being, but "an assault
on the victim's essential human worth." The bias-attack victim "has, by that very act, been depriVed of
the right to participate in the life of the community on equal footing." Bias attacks produce, not only in
the victim but also in the larger community, "a sense of vulnerability, isolation and oppression that rarely
disappears when the physical injuries heal. "
It is not immediately apparent, however, how these harms are distinct from the "communicative
impact" of the bias attack, and this complicates the issue from a First Amendment perspective. The
discriminatory assault victim's psychological scars are certainly the result of what the act communicates,
as are the broader effects on the community at large. Indeed, the "special harms" that the ACLU says
justify special penalties for racially motivated attacks are identical to the special harms that advocates the
hate-speech law attribute to racial verbal assaults. Yet both the ACLU and the Supreme Court hold that
the same "special harms" do not justify punishing racist expression.
Drawing the Line
It is highly likely that the Supreme Court will draw the line exactly where the ACLU has: the
First Amendment forbids hate speech regulations, but permits enhanced penalties for racially motivated
assaults. Moreover, the Court will likely distinguish its R.A. V. decision last year by noting that the harm
from a cross burning is by definition communicative in nature, while racially motivated assaults have a
non-communicative discriminatory element that the state has a right to penalize. That is without question
the right result: Otherwise, all
race-discrimination statutes would be called into question.
But is it the right reason? We do penalize discrimination at least in part because of what it
communicate. As Charles Lawrence, my colleague at the Georgetown University Law Center, has
pointed out, the Supreme Court in Brown v. Board of Education invalidated "separate but equal" because
segregation communicated a message of racial inferiority to schoolchildren. Because anti-discrimination
laws are related to what discrimination communicates, the conflict between First Amendment and Equal
Protection values cannot be avoided.
The balance we have drawn thus far holds that where conduct is discriminatory only by virtue
of what it communicates - such as a cross burning or a racial epithet - the First Amendment prevails
notwithstanding costs to equal protection. When the discrimination goes beyond communication to
deprive someone to a tangible good - employment, housing, or physical safety - equal protection values
win out, notwithstanding the suppression of some communication. In the end, it seems, the difference
is as simple as the difference between burning a cross and beating a human being.

David Cole is an associate professor at the Georgetown University Law Center, where
he teaches constitutional law, and a volunteer staff attorney for the Center for
Constitutional Rights in New York City. He litigates cases involving First Amendment
rights, women's rights, and international human rights. This article is reprinted with
permission of The Tribune. C 1994 THE CONNECTICUT LAW TRIBUNE.
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How an Era Ended In Civil Rights Law
THE MARSHALL FILES, Part 2 of 3
Joan Biskupic, Washington Post Staff Writer
Copyright 1993 The Washington Post
The Washington Post
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In its 1988-89 term, the Supreme Court made
a decisive break: with a string of liberal civil
rights decisions dating back decades. The newly
available papers of the late Justice Thurgood
Marshall show how the conservatives,
strengthened by recent appointments of Ronald
Reagan, seized a majority to narrow the scope of
job discrimination law.

The turn in the court's thinking is illustrated
in the files on the deliberations in Patterson v.
Mclean Credit Union, a racial harassment case
that Kennedy wrested away from Brennan in the
spring of 1989.
The case stemmed from a lawsuit by Brenda
Patterson, a black woman who had worked as a
teller and file clerk at the McLean Credit Union
in Winston-Salem, N. C. She sued the credit
union, alleging that she had been harassed and
denied a promotion because of her race.

Memos exchanged among justices, draft
opinions and vote tallies now on me in the
Library of Congress illuminate key roles played
by Justices Antonin Scalia and Anthony M.
Kennedy as the court confronted conflicting
visions of how America's civil rights laws
should be interpreted.

She brought her case under a post-Civil War
era law that says "all persons ... have the same
right. .. to make and enforce contracts." The
law is known as Section 1981 because of its
place in the statute books, and it was intended to·
make sure that blacks are as free as whites to
engage in business. It had through the· years
become a significant counterpart to Title VII of
the 1964 Civil Rights Act because, unlike that
law, it allowed blacks to sue for unlimited
money damages for job discrimination.

The changes that the conservatives wrought
led to a prolonged political struggle and were
eventually reversed by Congress in the Civil
Rights Act of 1991.
For three decades, since the liberal activism
of the Warren era took root, the court had
broadly interpreted the Constitution and federal
law to protect minorities and the disadvantaged.
The 1988-89 term marked the end of that era, as
the justices limited affirmative action, made it
harder for workers to prove discrimination and
cut back the money remedies for those who
could prove discrimination.

Main Question in Patterson Was On-the-Job
Harassment
A key question in the Patterson case was
whether that law applied to discrimination - in
this case on-the-job harassment - that occurs
after someone is hired. The 4th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals had said no.

The once-private papers of Marshall, who
died in January, show that Justice William J.
Brennan Jr., the tactical powerhouse of the
liberal wing for a generation, was desperately
trying to stall the conservatives. Writing cajoling
memos and searching out compromise, Brennan
sought to prevent further erosion of the Warren
court's legacy. But the Marshall papers
underscore that the conservatives were bold,
confident - and ultimately victorious.

When the case got to the Supreme Court,
Brennan disagreed with the lower court. So did
four other justices, Marshall, Harry A.
Blackmun, John Paul Stevens and Kennedy,
according to a tally sheet in Marshall's files
prepared after the justices voted following oral
arguments in the case in October 1988.
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Under the court's rules, the writing of the
majority opinion is assigned by the chief justice,
if he is in the majority, or, if he is not, by the
senior justice who is. In the Patterson case,
Brennan, as the senior justice in the majority,
chose to write the opinion himself.

Kennedy would not buy it. His second draft,
contained in the Marshall files, stated that the
law simply "does not apply to conduct which
occurs subsequent to the formation of a
contract," that is, after the hiring decision is
made.

Brennan's first draft, dated Dec. 3, 1988, and
written as if he had at least a five-justice
majority, said Patterson had a claim under
Section 1981. "Where a black employee
demonstrates that she has worked in conditions
substantially different from those enjoyed by
similarly situated white employees, and can
show the necessary racial animus, a jury may
infer that the black employee has not been
afforded the same right to make an employment
contract as white employees," he wrote.

The next day, White joined Kennedy, and
wrote his own proposed concurring statement
that the public never saw. In it, in mocking
tones, White called Brennan on his new
reasoning.
."With all due respect, Justice Brennan's
proposed ending to this lawsuit is as unsatisfying
as the conclusion of a bad mystery novel: we
learn on the last page that the victim has been
done-in by a suspect heretofore unknown, for
reasons previously unrevealed." White was
referring to Brennan's sudden conclusion that
Patterson could not win the harassment part of
her case because of a procedural problem.

In January, Justice Byron R. White circulated
the first draft of a partial dissent that broke from
Brennan on the question of whether racial
harassment was covered by the post-Civil War
law. Chief Justice William H. Rehnquist and
Scalia told White they would join him,
according to memos in the Marshall papers.

Brennan clearly no longer had a majority. On
May 18, Rehnquist stepped in and reassigned the
case to Kennedy for the majority opinion, which
ultimately was joined by Rehnquist, White,
O'Connor and Scalia.

Brennan was still counting on Kennedy.
On April 27, 1989, however, Kennedy
circulated a draft dissent of his own, objecting to
Brennan's conclusion that racial harassment was
covered under the law as a breach of contract.
Justices Sandra Day O'Connor and Scalia joined
Kennedy immediately.

The defeat did not sit well with Brennan. In
an uncharacteristic display, he drafted a biting
dissent attacking the court: "The court's fine
phrases about our commitment to the eradication
of racial discrimination. . . seem to count for
little in practice. "

Brennan did not give up, the files show. He
still thought he could keep the majority by
putting a spin of sorts on Kennedy's approach:
He would depart from his flfst draft by agreeing
with Kennedy that Patterson did not have a
racial harassment claim, but not because the law
didn't apply to harassment. He would conclude
her claim was barred because she did not make
the proper allegations at trial - basically a
procedural problem.

Kennedy responded in kind, adding a footnote
aimed at Brennan: Brennan, he said, "thinks it
judicious to bolster his position by questioning
the court's understanding of the necessity to
eradicate racial discrimination. The commitment
to equality, fairness, and compassion is not a
treasured monopoly of our colleagues in
dissent. "
In the end, both deleted those comments and
the public never saw them.

Then, he proposed, he would announce for
the court that Section 1981 indeed can cover a
properly presented racial harassment allegation.

Ruling in Wards Cove Generates Sharp
Debate
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Probably the most controversial job
discrimination ruling of the 1988-89 session, and
one that would later generate bitter arguments in
Congress, was Wards Cove Packing Co. v.
Atonio. In that June 5, 1989, case the court
reversed part of a landmark 1971 ruling that
prohibited employers from discriminating against
minorities by requiring job applicants to have
skills or academic requirements that were
unrelated to the job.

specific, he wrote, it might not always be
possible. They "should not be expected to do the
impossible," he wrote. "Employee selection
procedures may involve many factors, and if not
possible to separate and challenge the impact of
each of these factors, their collective result may
form the basis" for a case.
Scalia protested to White in a memo. "Simply
announcing in the abstract that 'where you can't
do it you don't have to' creates an exception that
promises to devour the rule. "

At issue were seemingly neutral hiring
practices - such as aptitude tests and
height-weight requirements - that could end up
excluding certain classes of people.

Scalia wanted the court to hold that a
complaining worker must be specific.
"Undoubtedly it will sometimes be impossible
for a plaintiff to prove causation even though it
exists, " he acknowledged. "But there is no field
of the law in which we set up the rules of proof
in such fashion that the genuinely injured person
will always be able to prove his case. "

In the Wards Cove conflict, Asian and
Alaskan natives said they were kept out of the
better jobs at an Alaska salmon cannery. They
alleged that the low-level cannery workers were
hired from native villages in Alaska and through
a longshoremen's union, while the higher paid
workers got their jobs through word-of-mouth
recruitment, nepotism and priority for former
workers. As a result, the minorities alleged, the
non-whites were shut out of the best jobs.

Rehnquist and Kennedy told White they
agreed with Scalia, and White dropped the
exception. O'Connor joined them for the
majority. The same four justices who dissented
in Patterson - Brennan, Marshall, Blackmun and
Stevens - dissented in Wards Cove.

Before Wards Cove, under established court
precedent, aggrieved workers could claim that a
collection of hiring practices was discriminatory
without demonstrating specifically how each
caused particular bias.

When the Wards Cove decision was
announced, employers said they would be better
able to defend themselves against frivolous
claims of bias.

In the Wards Cove ruling, the court made
such a demonstration mandatory. It said that an
employee could not get to court if he was unable
to specifically identify each hiring practice that
caused his particular group to be excluded. The
difference was crucial. Determining the exact
impact of a variety of recruiting tests and
interviews a company uses is difficult.

The leaders of the country's major civil rights
organizations, believing that their cause had
suffered a grievous blow, sought congressional
action.
During debate over reversing the specificity
requirement and other key parts of the ruling,
employers said if the standards for bringing
lawsuits were too easy, they would be forced to
resort to quota hiring to protect themselves. The
Bush administration adopted that argument calling the legislation a "quota bill" - until the
final weeks of negotiations over what would
become the Civil Rights Act of 1991.

Scalia, according to the files contained in the
Marshall papers, was the justice responsible for
that change.
White had been assigned the majority opinion.
In his drafts, he had tried to give plaintiff
employees some flexibility in such situations.
While it would be preferable for them to be

Law Reverses Cases Involving Job Bias
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In the end, Congress decided that if a worker
can convince a judge that elements of a
company's decision-making process cannot be
separated for analysis, the entire process may be
challenged as one employment practice. That
new law also reversed the Patterson case and
seven other job-discrimination rulings, most
from the 1988-89 term.

Brennan suffered a small stroke. On July 20, he
announced he would retire. Marshall announced
his retirement in June of the following year.
Staff writers Benjamin Weiser and Bob
Woodward and researcher David Greenberg
contributed to this report.
Copyright 1993 The Washington Post.
Reprinted with Permission.

While it was plain that the Congress, not the
court, would be the new avenue for civil rights
activism, Brennan, who had joined the court in
1956, was able to eke out one last victory in
1990. But it was a struggle.
The new case arose from a congressional
order that the Federal Communications
Commission give preferential treatment to blacks
and other minorities who apply for television
and radio broadcast licenses. White-owned
broadcasting companies said the policy violated
the constitutional guarantee of equal protection
of the law.
Brennan, in Metro Broadcasting v. Federal
Communications Commission, began his drafts
with an appr9ach that would have been
unprecedented in making it easy for governments
to award contracts based on race.
But over several weeks, through five drafts,
he backed off as he tried to attract Justices
White and Stevens. One year earlier, those
justices had voted against a Richmond program
that set aside a certain percentage of municipal
contracts for minorities. Eventually, Brennan
came up with a narrow ruling likely to apply to
only a few federal programs. Justices White,
Stevens, Marshall and Blackmun joined him.
While he was wooing White and Stevens,
Brennan strained not to compromise the interests
of his liberal soulmate, Marshall. On June 26,
one day before the Brennan opinion would be
issued, Marshall wrote to Brennan one sentence:
"I'm still with you."
That was among the last of the formal
exchanges between the two friends while they
both sat on the court. Less than a month later,
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1st Black Justice Unyielding in Rights Crusade
THE MARSHALL FILES, Part 3 of 3
Fred Barbash and Joan Biskupic
Copyright 1993 The Washington Post
The Washington Post
May 25, 1993
he wrote to his colleagues as well as a slightly
revised typed version, are contained in the
papers that the late justice left to the Library of
Congress after his retirement in 1991.

In 1978, an anguished Justice Thurgood
Marshall sat down with pen in hand and began
drafting a personal plea to his colleagues about
the case known as University of California
Regents v. Bakke, the first real challenge to
affirmative action that the Supreme Court had
confronted.

The papers, which became available after his
death in January, display what many court
historians consider Marshall's most meaningful
contribution to the court: a view of the real
world beyond the briefs and formal arguments.
In the areas he most cared about - civil
rights, criminal justice, privacy - Marshall was
utterly certain about where he stood, unyielding,
activist and just a tad difficult.

Marshall feared that the court was going to
strike down race preferences in university
admissions, according to newly available papers
from his Supreme Court files. A vote tally that
he recorded during the court's discussions
showed the case would be close.
"I wish to address the question of whether
Negroes have 'arrived,' " he wrote. "Just a few
examples illustrate that Negroes most certainly
have not. In our own Court, we have had only
three Negro law clerks here, and not so far have
we had a Negro officer of this court. On a
broader scale, this week's U.S. News and World
Report has a story about 'Who Runs America.'
They list some 83 persons - not one Negro,
even as a would-be runnerup .... "

While other justices often couched
disagreement in euphemisms, he was more
direct: "I believe we are simply not in accord, "
he wrote to Justice Lewis F. Powell on June 16,
1986, refusing to compromise in an opinion he
was writing forbidding the execution of
murderers found to be insane.
He let his law clerks know what he disliked,
frequently scrawling "NOI" in giant letters on
the face of some disfavored draft opinion.

"The dream of America as the melting pot has
not been realized by Negroes - either the Negro
did not get into the pot, or he did not get melted
down."

When a subject did not interest or engage
him, Marshall let others take the lead. His
papers contain few examples of Marshall
expressing himself on the more routine subjects
that comprise the bulk of the court's annual
docket.

By the end of the case, a bare majority did
agree that it was permissible for colleges to use
race as one factor in admissions - although the
force of the court's ultimate holding was clouded
because so many justices wrote separate
opinions. Marshall's published opinion struck
out at the court for failing to end the persistent
inequities that separate blacks from whites.

In these matters, the papers underscore the
extent to which he relied on his longtime friend,
Justice William J. Brennan Jr. In a 1990 case
involving social security benefits, for example,
a Marshall clerk encouraged him in a memo to
go one way, but noted "that WJB's clerk is
advising" Brennan to go the other. Marshall's
message back to the clerk was clear: Next to

Marshall's writings in the Bakke case,
including his handwritten first draft of the plea
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Brennan's initials, he jotted" add TM. " The final
decision in the case shows that Brennan and
Marshall voted together.

demonstrated by their exchange of memos in a
1985 case, Ake v. Oklahoma.
The central question in the case was whether
the Constitution entitled a murder defendant to
a state-financed psychiatrist to help him prove
that he was insane when he committed the
crime.

The Brennan-Marshall relationship was among
the closest between two justices in court history.
The diminutive, smiling Irishman from New
Jersey and the huge, gruff-sounding civil rights
pioneer from Baltimore grew old together,
retiring within about a year of each other after
serving a combined 57 years on the court.

From the outset, all justices said yes, except
William H. Rehnquist, then an associate justice.
But the justices were divided over how broadly
the opinion should be written. Marshall had the
assignment of drafting the majority's opinion.

Marshall spent the first half of his legal career
trying to influence the court from the outside.
As chief attorney of the NAACP Legal Defense
and Educational Fund, Marshall won two dozen
important civil rights cases, including the 1954
Brown v. Board of Education ruling that
declared an end to state-sponsored school
segregation.

There were two main options: a decision that
would make psychiatrists available only for
defendants who faced execution, or a broader
holding that would allow psychiatric assistance
for all defendants accused of serious crimes.
Marshall chose the more expansive view.

When President Lyndon B. Johnson appointed
Marshall to the bench in 1967, the liberalism of
Chief Justice Earl Warren, embodied in rulings
such as Brown, was still strong.

A majority of justices said they leaned toward
Marshall's approach, but Burger was bothered
by the breadth of Marshall's draft.

But as appointments by Republican presidents
turned the court in a more conservative
direction, he and Brennan and lustice Harry A.
Blackmun formed a consistent voice in
opposition.

"The fact that this is a capital [death penalty]
case is barely mentioned, " Burger complained in
a Dec. 8, 1984, memo. "The prospect of a
capital sentence is critical to this case. I doubt
that the [Constitution] requires states to provide
expert witnesses generally to all criminal
defendants . . . . Sorry to be so long, but these
points are important. "

A consciousness of this special relationship
comes through in the memos exchanged among
them. "We three are in dissent in the above,"
Brennan wrote Marshall and Blackmun during a
1988 case concerning the legality of setting aside
a percentage of government contracts for
minority businesses. "Would you, Thurgood,
take it on?"

Marshall refused to narrow his oplnIon.
Burger then made another effort to find common
ground, sending Marshall a note saying, "I can
join you" if "you will insert" four words
limiting the holding to death penalty cases.
Burger's attempt at compromise was typical of
the give-and-take of opinion drafting. Marshall's
response was not.

"Dear Thurgood," Blackmun wrote later in
the same case, Richmond v. Croson. "Please
join me in your perceptive and incisive opinion.
I may add a brief paragraph or two of my own. "

Addressing himself to his other six allies in
the case and sending a copy to Burger, Marshall
wrote on Jan. 3, 1985: "Since seven of us agree,
my current plan is not to make the change
suggested in the Chiefs ultimatum."

Their common foe, often, was Warren E.
Burger, who succeeded Warren in 1969 and
served as chief justice until he retired in 1986.
With Burger, Marshall could be ill-tempered, as
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Burger replied the same day, somewhat
mystified. "I have a copy of your memo of
today," Burger wrote. "I did not know I sent
you an ·ultimatum.' I rarely start a new year
with such! It states only the obvious to say that
this holding applies only to a capital case, but if
you and those who have joined do not agree, I
will try my hand at a separate opinion. "

Powell wrote to Marshall that an improperly
composed grand jury might be grounds for
invalidating an indictment, but that he was
concerned about the timeliness of Vasquez's
appeal. Powell noted that Vasquez, who was
sentenced to death in 1962, had not raised the
issue in federal court until 1978. "It could well
be that the court's opinion in this case will
encourage convicted persons with long sentences
to defer seeking" relief in federal courts "until
retrial becomes difficult or impossible," he said
in a Nov. 7, 1985.

Justices Sandra Day O'Connor and John Paul
Stevens gently encouraged Marshall to make the
change. "I am still with you if y~u decide to
accommodate the Chiefs request," O'Connor
said.
"You have my proxy either way," Stevens
wrote, but "it would be advantageous to have his
[Burger's] name on the opinion [rather] than to
have him write separately."

Marshall, after detailing the prisoner's
repeated attempts to appeal to state and federal
courts over the years, added, "[I]t is hard for me
to believe that any prisoner would voluntarily sit
in jail for years, knowing he has a meritorious
claim that could result in his freedom. "

Marshall stood firm. On Jan. 8, he wrote
Burger a one-sentence memo, saying he had
"carefully considered your memorandum and
cannot see my way clear to making the change
you suggest. "

Unlimited Time to Review Grand Jury's
Selection
In the end, Marshall wrote for the majority
that a defendant's conviction should be reversed
if he was indicted by a grand jury that was
chosen in a discriminatory way, no matter how
much time has passed since the indictment.
Powell and two other justices dissented.

That left the chief justice on his own. He
wrote a separate opinion, saying that in his
view, the ruling applied only to capital cases.
Justice Was
Defendants

Advocate

For

Criminal
Small things were a matter of principle, too,
for Marshall. In October 1990, he received the
customary circular from the chief justice inviting
the associate justices to attend the annual
"Christmas recess party" at the court.

Burger liked to narrow the law; Marshall
liked to stretch it. Particularly if it benefited the
poor or minorities, Marshall would push it as far
as he could. He believed that criminal
defendants should have a chance to defend
themselves at every tum and he tried to fight off
other justices' attempts to restrict state prisoners'
appeals of their cases to federal court.

From Marshall came a dissent: "As usual, I
will not attend the Christmas Party, but I will
pay my share of the bill. I still believe in
separation of church and state. "

In the 1986 case Vasquez v. Hillery, for
example, Marshall battled with Powell over the
fate of a convicted murderer who was black and
alleged that blacks were systematically excluded
from the grand jury that had indicted him.

Staff writers Ben Weiser, Bob Woodward and
researcher David Greenberg contributed to this
report.
Copyright c 1993 The Washington Post.
Reprinted with Permission.
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IDgh court backs off race-based preferences
Dick Lehr, Globe Staff
Copyright 1993 Globe Newspaper Company
The Boston Globe
July 11, 1993, Sunday, City Edition
Brest, who has written extensively about race
and the Supreme Court, said, "The court is
more clearly going to apply very strict standards
to any use of race for remedial purposes than it
was inclined to do in the past. "

The trend has emerged slowly, drawing scant
attention in the past two years,but there is little
doubt today that the nation's highest court has
virtually abandoned the idea of giving minorities
preferential treatment to belp end racial
inequality .
The mounting evidence comes in a review of
the Supreme Court's most recently concluded
term, during which a slim but solidly aligned
majority of five justices furthered its
retrenchment from race-conscious jurisprudence,
pushing instead its notion that racial harmony is
best achieved when the courts and the law are
"colorblind," treating all the same.

In the view of the controlling five-justice
majority, building remedies for past
discrimination around racial categories actually
works to perpetuate racism - by carving out
permanent niches for minorities, by reinforcing
racial stereotypes and differences and, most
importantly, by undercutting and even
postponing the ultimate goal of a colorblind
society.

This evolution is drawing criticism from civil .
rights advocates, who call it naive, and praise
from conservatives, who call it fair. But the new
conservative dominance on civil rights has gone
mostly unnoticed amid commentary on the
recent emergence of a trio of moderate justices
who have put the brakes on the court's swing to
the right in other areas.

It's a prevailing court view mirroring a larger
and still unresolved public policy debate over
how to overcome the nation's history of
discrimination. And it reflects public
disenchantment with programs launched during
the 1960s emphasizing race-based remedies that
required quotas and the preferential treatment of
minorities.

In two key rulings issued in the final days of
the 1992-93 term, the Rehnquist court displayed·
a hardening view toward race-based remedies to
discrimination, which have long been favored by
liberals. The rulings, in cases involving job
discrimination and voting rights, added to the
already tough stand the Rehnquist court has
taken toward affirmative action and other
politically charged issues that resonate with
questions of race and racism.

It's also a trend that's been overshadowed by
headlines given to the bloc of so-called moderate
conseratives that last term prevented the demise
of the Roe v. Wade abortion ruling.
But while basic abortion rights were
preserved, two justices who made up the
purportedly moderate trio - Justices Sandra Day
O'Connor and Anthony M. Kennedy - have
joined the court's staunchest conservatives and
taken a hard-line view of racial preferences. The
other three are Chief Justice William H;
Rehnquist and Associate Justices Antonin Scalia
and Clarence Thomas.

"The court is more skeptical now about the
use of race than at any previous time," said Paul
Brest, the dean at the Stanford University Law
School, citing the two rulings.

The strength of this consolidated majority is
expected to remain undiluted by the nomination.
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of federal appeals judge Ruth Bader Ginsburg to
replace the retiring Byron A. White ..

classifications with respect to voting carry
particular dangers. Racial gerrymandering, even
for remedial purposes, may balkanize us into
competing racial factions; it threatens to carry us
further from the goal of a political system in
which race no longer matters. "

"I think the general public does not
understand how far right the Supreme Court has
swung on civil rights, " said Randall Kennedy, a
Harvard law professor who specializes in
constitutional law and race, and who was once a
law clerk to Thurgood Marshall.

This view, pushed and refined perhaps most
vigorously by Scalia, departs sharply from the
classic liberal position, allowing for broader
considerations of race, that held more sway
several decades ago, on the court and in politics.

"There are five definite votes who are against
remedial measures that explicitly take race into
account," he said.

"In order to get beyond racism, we must first
take account of race," wrote Justice Harry A.
Blackmun in a 1977 case. "There is no other
way. And in order to treat some persons
equally, we must treat them differently."

In the job bias case, St. Mary's Honor Center
v. Hicks, the court on June 25, ruling 5-4, set
out requirements making it more difficult to
prove that discrimination was due to race,
gender or religious prejudice.

And it was Blackmun who in a 1989 case
attacked what he considered the court's verbal
cover for rulings harmful to civil rights. The
majority, in a job bias case, had said, "Neither
our words nor our decisions should be
interpreted as signaling one inch of retreat from
. . . forbidding discrimination." But Blackmun
would have none of it. "You have to wonder
whether the majority still believes that racial .
discrimination - or more accurately, race
discrimination against nonwhites - is a problem
in our society, or even remembers that it ever
was."

Three days later, the court ruled 5-4 in a
voting rights case that congressional districts
designed to give minorities a majority of votes
may be unconstitutional and violate the rights of
white voters. By its ruling in Shaw v. Reno, the
five-justice majority trimmed the scope of the
Voting Rights Act of 1965, just as' it had in
another case a year earlier.
"The court is moving away from the Voting
Rights Act, even casting a constitutional cloud
over it, " notes Laurence Tribe, a liberal
constitutional law professor from Harvard.
Tribe says the pair of rulings issued in the final
days of this term fit into a larger, "reactionary
trend. by the court in the civil rights area. "

The most dramatic expression of the new
majority's view came during the 1989 term,
which featured a number of rulings viewed as
setbacks by civil rights leaders, some of which
were later negated with adoption of the Civil
Rights Act of 1991. The affirmative action
ruling in City of Richmond v. J. A. Croson Co.
was among the most prominent.

The majority opinions in both cases espouse
what scholars have called the colorblind theory.
"Racial classifications of any sort pose the
risk of lasting harm to our society," wrote
O'Connor in the voting rights case - as succinct
a presentation of the colorblind argument as has
been offered to date. "They reinforce the belief,
held by too many for too much of our history,
that individuals should be judged by the color of
their skin. "
Skeptical of districts drawn to boost the voting
muscle of minorities, she wrote, "Racial

Writing what has since become a refrain for
the majority view, Scalia said, "The difficulty of
overcoming the effects of past discrimination is
as nothing compared with the difficulty of
eradicating from our society the source of those
effects, which is the tendency - fatal to a nation
such as ours - to classify and judge men and
women on the basis of their country or origin or
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the color of their skin. A solution to the first
problem that aggravates the second is no
solution at all. "

"The pattern is there - a grudging record on a
range of cases, and the Supreme Court has put
on the brakes everywhere in terms of the
struggle against racial inequities in the US."

Justice Thurgood Marshall, two years from
his retirement in 1991, strongly dissented,
writing that Scalia was undertaking "a deliberate
and giant step backward in this Court's
affirmative-action jurisprudence. . . . The
majority launches a grapeshot attack on
race-conscious remedies in general."

The court's language on racial harmony and a
colorblind society, he said, is seen by the civil
rights community as a bittersweet coating for
harsh rulings, even a racial animus.
David Hall, a law professor who was recently
named dean of the Northeastern School of Law
and who teaches courses on race and the
Supreme Court, concurred with Kennedy.

Since then, the extension of the colorblind
principle to such areas as voting rights, job
discrimination and the death penalty has won the
applause of conservatives.

The court's talk of a colorblind society, he
says, "is nice - it pacifies us, and it puts race
discrimination on the . margin, as an
uncomfortable phenomenon that we don't really
have to contend with, as. opposed to viewing it
as a general rule, as a dominant and pervasive
part of our society that has to be addressed."

Government policy based on race "is
anathema to our fundamental principles of
fairness and equal protection, and we think the
overwhelming majority of Americans think this
way," says Paul Kamenar, legal director of the
Washington Legal Foundation, a conservative
think tank.

The prevailing conservative approach, says
Hall, "keeps the court from being a beacon of
enlightenment, which means not just telling us
what we want to hear, but charting for us the
thing that we will have to do to get the society
we want."

But the court's trend toward a "colorblind"
philosophy has alarmed even those civil rights
and legal scholars who concede that the
effectiveness of some of the race-conscious
remedies is open to debate. In the North
Carolina redistricting case of a few weeks ago,
Harvard's Kennedy, like O'Connor, questions
the practical wisdom of the challenged district's
contrived snakelike shape, but Kennedy
nonetheless attacks O'Connor's legal analysis
and colorblind theory.

The Supreme Court on racial considerations A
view from the bench in 1978 A view from the
bench in 1993 RECENT DECISIONS BY THE
REHNQUIST COURT
Copyright 1993 Globe
Newspaper Company.
Reprinted with permission.

"I'm not saying there is only one side to this,
a 'right' view - there is a real argument about
the use of race in some of the remedial
measures," Kennedy said. "What I am saying is
the same judges who rule against the Voting
Rights Act in Shaw are the same people who
ruled in the majority in St. Mary's, a horrible
result, and so when you have the same judges
ending up on the same side over and over again
you can rightfully ask, 'I hear you talking the
nice rhetoric, but what gives here?'
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WE MUST CONFRONT RACISM
U.S. Supreme Court voting rights cases could eviscerate the Voting Rights Act
in the same way Dred Scott and Plessy v. Ferguson once did to the Equal Protection Clause.

Fannie Lou Hamer once said that she
was "sick and tired of being sick and tired."
Well, so am I and a significant number of
other Texans of color - the unempowered
majority.
I am sick and tired of being sick and
tired of the vast majority of white Texans
(Americans in general and some MricanAmericans also) asserting that racism no
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longer exists - 'or for that matter, ever
existed - in our nation. It's time to stop
the denial. Let's be real. Let's confront the
problem head-on because the~e is one.
As even former New York City Mayor
Ed Koch has acknowledged: "[b]ecause we
are not willing to face up to the importance
of who we are ·and where we come from,
we will never have the candid dialogue and
the real debate we should have [on race]."
The truth of the matter, as documented
by Ellis Cose in "The Rage of a Privileged
Class" is that "Race Matters." Race is still
the great divide in America.
If we are not careful, DuBois' color line
of the 20th century may turn out to be the
21 St century noose that hangs America.
One cannot talk about a "colorblind" society until we have all seen the light.
Last September, the Washington Post
National Week(y Edition reported the findings of a national survey on the impact of
racial bigotry on political attitudes. The
Story quoted the researchers who conducted the survey as saying, "the most striking
result [of the survey) is the sheer frequency
Carroll G. Robinson is an assistant profossor of law at Texas Southern University's
Thurgood Marshall School of Law in
Houston.

with which negative characterizations of
blacks are quite openly expressed throughout the white population." The article further noted that the researchers were most
surprised by how little difference there was
between the views of white liberals and
conservatives. By approximately the same
percentages, both groups viewed blacks as
aggressive or violent, "irresponsible,"
"boastful," "complaining" and lazy.
During the 12 years of the Reagan/
Bush administrations, the false perception
that people of color were the root cause of
most of the problems plaguing our nation
was fostered with renewed vengeance, vigor
and intensity in an attempt to ensure the
diminution and/or reversal of previously
instituted "progressive" public policies.
This onslaught was and continues to be

Since the beginning of the 1990s, the
Supreme Court has ruled that majorityminority congressional. districts of
"extremely irregular" ("bizarre") shapes presumptively raise the issue of a possible violation of the equal protection rights of
white voters residing in such districts. This
decision was rendered despite the fact that
so-called "bizarre" majority-minority districts were drawn by majority-white state
legislatures overwhelmingly elected by
white voters from majority-white state legislative districts, and usually to protect the
re-election of white congressional incumbents. Isn't that ironic?
Now the remediation of historic and
contemporary racial discrimination against
people of color in the voting rights arena is
"suspect." The court has also ruled that the

When white Americans are no longer the majority, will they be
willing to abide by the same interpretations ofthe "rules" (laws)
they are now endeavoring to have applied and enforced?~
successful. The success of the Reagan/Bush
offensive in the legislative arena is now
beginning more forcefully to recreate and
manifest itself in the judicial decision-making process, especially in the voting rights
arena.

REDISTRICTING BATTLES
On Jan. 18, the U.S. Supreme COUrt
(without commencing) refused to review
the 5th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals decision ruling that the at-large countywide
election of district court judges in Texas
did not dilute the voting rights of "minority" Texans in violation of the federal
Voting Rights Act. Despite the egregiousness of this decision, it was not the
Supreme Court's first attack on the Voting
Rights Act.

Voting Rights Act does not protect "minority" voters against the dilution of their
VOteS as a result of the post-election deprivation of authority from public officeholders elected by us, notwithstanding the fact
that such occurrences have come at the
hands of white officeholders elected by
white voters from majority-white diStricts ..
As a result of these decisions, a federal
district court in Louisiana has recently
ruled that one of the state's majorityminority congressional districts is unconstitutional because it is shaped like the mark
of Zorro, and thus violates the equal protection rights of the white voters who live
within its boundaries.
The chickens have come home to roost
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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in Texas. On Jan. 26, a multiracial group of
Texas Republicans filed suit claiming that
the 18th, 29th and 30th congressional districts are unconstitutional oddly shaped
majority-minority districts, and that as a
result, the 1994 Texas congressional elections should be put on hold until new districts are drawn. Similar suits have been
filed in a number of other states challenging
not only majority-minority congressional
districts, but also majority-minority city
council and school board districts and a
variety of other such political subdivisions.
The "colorblind" interpretation (perversion) of the Voting Rights Act is gradually eroding the right of "minority" voters
to elect representatives of our choice. The
Supreme Court's recent voting rights decisions have the potential to eviscerate completely the Voting Rights Act, as its decisions in Dr(d Scott and Plmy v. P(rguson
once did to the Equal ProteCtion Clause. If
the federal courts continue down the path
they are now traversing, "minority" Texans
may once again find ourselves in the "land

of cotton," with "no rights that a white
man must respect" and subject to the
authority of a unidimensional and unequal
state judiciary.

UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCES
The Supreme COUrt'S most recent voting rights decisions in combination with
the demographic trends of the 1980s and
1990s foreshadow a manifestation of the
Law of Unintended Consequences.
When white Americans are no longer
the majority, will they be willing to abide
by the same interpretations of the "rules"
(laws) they are now endeavoring to have
applied and enforced? What will the court
and white Americans claim and/or do if
"minority" voters, when we become the
majority of the voting age population,
decide (intentionally or coincidentally) to
band together to dect only "minority" candidates to public office? Think about it.
For all those who called Lani Guinier a
radical, it's time for you to go back and
reassess her writings on the complexities
involved in ensuring "minority" political
empowerment without resegregating

America and eliminating the possibilities
for cross-racial electoral coalitions. Her
analysis of the situation is logical, reasonable and rational. She provides calm, progressive and positive guidance in a most
turbulent area of the law and our society.
The Los Angeles uprising was but a harbinger of things to come unless we do something about the real problems dividing our
nation now.
"Colorblindness" in the voting rights
arena at this juncture in our history is a
- misdirected good intention until white
Americans acknowledge that race is still a
problem our nation needs to confront
forcefully and directly, discuss, and resolve
honestly and forthrightly. As we all know,
you can't fix a problem unless you
acknowledge that there is one.
For the unempowered majority of
Texans, our only path to single-member
judicial districts is now through the
Legislature in 1995. We must get ourselves
organized and well financed now. If we
wait until tomorrow, it will-be tOO late, and
the shifting subjeCtivity of "merit" selection
•
may well have carried the day.

This article is reprinted from the March 7,1994 issue of Texas Lawyer. ©1994 Texas Lawyer
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Race: The Most Divisive Issue

A Court majority hostile to racial preferences is on a collision course with civil-rights
groups and their allies, with the focus now on voting-rights law. Review of the Supreme
Court's 1992-1993 Term
Stuart Taylor Jr.
Copyright 1993 American Lawyer Newspapers Group Inc.
Legal Times
July 26, 1993
Fifteen years after Justice Harry Blackmun wrote that "[i]n order to get beyond racism, we must first
take account of race" - and 14 years after Blackmun's epigram was ridiculed in a trenchant essay
entitled "The Disease as Cure" by a law professor named Antonin Scalia - affirmative action remains
the most divisive issue facing the Supreme Court and the country, with no end in sight.
Continuing conflict both within the Court and between the Court and Congress seems assured by the
consolidation of a Supreme Court majority fundamentally hostile to racial preferences, racial
gerrymandering, and other result-oriented forms of affrrmative action. Hostile, that is, to the central
agenda of most prominent civil-rights groups and their potent allies in Congress, state legislatures, the
executive branch, universities, and law schools.
Racial affirmative action reflects an impulse powerfully felt by people of good will to break down what
Harvard Law Professor Randall Kennedy calls the "stark lines of racial hierarchy ... in virtually every
index of well-being and power. " This impulse has become too deeply entrenched in our society, our laws,
and our moral framework to be uprooted by a few whacks from the Supreme Court like the one
administered in its June 28 voting-rights decision, Shaw v. Reno, 61 U.S.L.W. 4818.
The outlook is for years more of litigation - brought by warring factions of black, Hispanic, and white
voters, as well as by seekers of jobs, promotions, and contracts - to define the limits of affirmative
action in its various contexts. Court decisions curbing affirmative action could also provoke new
legislation, like the 1991 civil-rights law that liberals pushed through to overturn key aspects of a
succession of 1989 Supreme Court rulings.
The ideal of a colorblind society founded on equality of opportunity seems a distant dream of little
immediate relevance to liberal civil-rights advocates fixated on the current reality of de facto racial
hierarchy, with poor blacks clustered at the bottom. Many such liberals radiate (though they don't always
avow) the conviction that real equality can be reached only by an intensely color-conscious effort, for the
foreseeable future (if not forever), to achieve proportional representation of racial groups in all of our
society's institutions, from top to bottom.

Stuart Taylor Jr. is a senior writer with American Lawyer Media, L.P., and The
American Lawyer magazine. His column, "Taking Issue," appears every other week in
Legal Times. This article is reprinted with permission of LEGAL TIMES. C 1993
LEGAL TIMES.
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To get from here to there, the liberal civil-rights agenda calls for rules inferring illegal discrimination
from any statistical underrepresentation of minority groups in covered positions, from Congress to
corporate executive suites to municipal fire departments. The liberal agenda also calls for a sweeping
(albeit unacknowledged) regime of official discrimination against white males as a partial offset of the
advantages that many of them derive from being born into relatively privileged circumstances.
The Scalian Crusade
It is this result-oriented affirmative-action agenda - now apparently embraced without reservation by
only a single member of the Court, the 84-year-old Justice Blackmun - against which Justice Scalia has
set himself with all the force of a potent intellect tending to ideological absolutism and driven by the
burning conviction that racial preferences just beget more racism.
Scalia has two hard-core allies and a somewhat squishier one in this crusade: Chief Justice William
Rehnquist and Justice Clarence Thomas apparently have never seen an affirmative-action plan they didn't
hate (except perhaps the ones that helped Thomas get into Yale Law School and onto the Court). And
Justice Anthony Kennedy, for all his perceived moderation on issues like abortion and religion, has so
far come across as almost Branch Scalian in his opposition to race-conscious official action.
The fifth vote to strike down a racial classification will usually come from Justice Sandra Day
O'Connor. Not always, to be sure: She is far less absolutist than Scalia, seeming to hedge every opinion
with some caveat of the "never say never" variety. But· O'Connor's fundamental antipathy to
race-conscious remedies for the racist sins of the past and the racial hierarchies of the present came across
clearly in her opinion for a 5-4 majority in Shaw, the most stunning decision of the past term, which
was studded with phrases like "electoral apartheid."

In that North Carolina congressional redistricting case, the Court held that the Constitution requires
"strict scrutiny" of majority-black voting districts "so bizarre" in shape that they were "obviously drawn
for the purpose of separating voters by race. "
O'Connor built on her own plurality opinion in Richmond v. J.A. Croson Co., 488 U.S. 469 (1989),
. which held that state and municipal contract set-asides and other explicit racial classifications must be
subjected to "strict scrutiny." In other words, they are presumptively unconstitutional - except (with
O'Connor, there's always an "except") that "[i]n the extreme case, some form of narrowly tailored racial
preference might be necessary to break down patterns of deliberate exclusion," as O'Connor put it in
Croson.

In Shaw, she stressed that even supposedly benign racial classifications are "by their very nature
odious to a free people" and "threaten to stigmatize individuals by reason of their membership in a racial
group and to incite racial hostility." Deliberately drawing bizarrely shaped majority-black districts,
O'Connor added, "may balkanize us into competing racial factions" and, thus, "may exacerbate the very
patterns of racial bloc voting that majority-minority districting is sometimes said to counteract. "
Shaw left open the possibility that even North Carolina's most misshapendistrict (which O'Connor
likened distastefully to a snake) might be upheld as a remedy if necessary to overcome dilution of black
voting power by white bloc voting. But such an outcome seems unlikely. O'Connor's opinion (joined
by Rehnquist, Scalia, Thomas, and Kennedy) and precursors like Croson make clear these five justices'
general aversion to racial affirmative action.
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Now Come Souter and Ginsburg
Nor can all four Shaw dissenters be counted on to support affirmative-action preferences in the
somewhat different contexts of employment and contracting. Justice David Souter, for one, cited Croson
and other precedents requiring strict scrutiny of such preferences with no hint of disagreement. Rather,
Souter stressed that the arguments against racial preferences in employment and contracting are stronger
than the arguments (which he rejected) against drawing majority-black voting districts, however oddly
shaped.
Gerrymandering to create majority-minority districts, Souter noted, does not sacrifice the interests of
individual whites in the same sense as do racial preferences in hiring, promotions, or layoffs. He added
that such race-conscious redistricting is often necessary to bring blacks closer to proportional
representation, and thereby avoid or remedy the Voting Rights Act violations that would otherwise flow
from the dilution of black votes associated with racial bloc voting.
So Souter may prove to be a six vote to strike down racial preferences. Then again, he may not; his
opinions in Shaw and other cases this year seem to suggest a fairly liberal overall perspective on civil
rights.
Judge Ruth Bader Ginsburg appears to be considerably more supportive of affirmative action than the
retiring Justice Byron White. But her expected confirmation as White's successor would still leave the
curr.ent anti-affirmative-action majority intact.
The majority's next opportunity to push its anti-affll1llative-action agenda will also come on the
race-conscious redistricting front, in cases from Florida and Georgia. Both involve the law of voting
rights, which Shaw put "on a collision course with itself" (to borrow a phrase from a 1983 O'Connor
dissent critiquing the Court's abortion precedents). The Florida case also involves a lower court opinion
almost as bizarre as the shapes of the black districts in Shaw.
The 1982 amendments to the Voting Rights Act and the Court's 1986 interpretation of them in
Thornburg v. Gingles, 478 U.S. 30, have been widely viewed - by liberals, by Republicans who seek
more lily-white districts through racial balkanization of the electorate, and by lower courts (including the
one in the Florida case) - as requiring that majority-black and majority-Hispanic districts be drawn
wherever possible.
The logic goes sOIilething like this: The 1982 amendments bar any election procedure that results in
members of minority groups having "less opportunity than other members of the electorate to participate
in the political process and to elect representatives of their choice"; the act thus forbids diluting the voting
power of blacks and Hispanics by submerging them in majority-white districts wherever racial bloc voting
would prevent election of minority representatives; some degree of such bloc voting (by whites and blacks
alike) is prevalent just about everywhere; and so, to avoid ·urilawful vote dilution, the maximum possible
number of single-member majority-minority districts must be drawn, wherever computers can come up
with a way to draw them and however strange the resulting shapes.
But now comes Shaw with the suggestion that it is unconstitutional to draw such majority-minority
districts deliberately, at least if the shapes themselves advertise an obvious intent "to separate voters into
different districts on the basis of race [without] sufficient justification."
How to avert a collision between Voting Rights Act doctrine as it has evolved since Gingles and the
constitutional logic of Shaw?
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Gently Shifting
With O'Connor as the apparent swing vote, the Court seems primed on the one hand to limit Gingles
by making it harder for minority voters to prove unlawful vote dilution. On the other hand, the Court
seems like to qualify Shaw by making it clear that sometimes race-conscious redistricting is OK. In
particular, Shaw lends itself to the reading that it is OK to draw majority-minority districts that are
relatively compact or that are necessary to counteract practices clearly intended to produce, or resulting
in, substantial dilution of minority voting power.
Two other decisions this year cast doubt on any presumption that the maximum possible number of
majority-minority districts must be created regardless of other considerations. Both Growe v. Emison,
113 S. Ct. 1075, and Voinovich v. Quilter, 113 S. Ct. 1149, held unanimously (in opinions by Scalia
and O'Connor, respectively) that lower courts may not order creation of majority-minority districts in
a locality based on the mere assumption that racial bloc voting prevails there. "[A]n article identifying
bloc voting as a national phenomenon . . . is no substitute for proof that bloc voting occurred in
Minneapolis, " Scalia stressed in Emison.
The three consolidated Florida cases to be heard this fall (Johnson v. De Grandy, No. 92-519; De
Grandy v. Johnson, No. 92-593; and United States v. Florida, No. 92-767) will provide the Court both
with a vivid example of how Voting Rights Act litigation can reinforce the tendency of redistricting to
degenerate into an ethnic spoils system, and with an opportunity to curb this tendency by deep-sixing the
notion that courts can invalidate such state plans merely for failing to create as many majority-minority
districts as possible.
Such a ruling would remove much of the legal pressure that redistricting bodies feel now to make
minority representation their highest priority. At least where (as in the Florida cases) there is little or
no evidence that blacks or Hispanics lack proportionate voting power, or where more majority-minority
districts can be drawn only by gerrymandering shapes like the one from which the Court recoiled so
viscerally in Shaw, the Court will apparently encourage states to focus on more traditional districting
criteria.
In short, O'Connor's opinion in Shaw, inartful though it is, seems to signal not a forced march toward
colorblind redistricting, but rather a measured push against extreme racial gerrymandering.
This push will not necessarily determine the outcome of the other voting-rights case the Court will hear
this fall- Holder v. Hall, No. 91-2012, involving a challenge by black voters to an unusual form of local
government in 20-percent-black Bleckley County, Ga. A single commissioner combines all legislative
and executive functions there; no black has ever been elected.
A federal appeals court held that this system illegally diluted black voters' ability to elect
representatives of their choice and strongly suggested that the county must henceforth have at least five
commissioners, including at least one from a majority-black district. The Bush Justice Department urged
the Court to reverse this decision; the Clinton Justice Department has switched sides and joined the black
plaintiffs in urging affirmance.
Outside the voting-rights area, the Court has not yet set any major affirmative-action cases for
argument next term. Nor has it decided such a case since Metro Broadcasting Inc. v. Federal
Communications Commission, 497 U.S. 547, the 5-4 decision in 1990 that upheld congressionally
approved preferences for minority-group members competing for certain broadcast licenses.
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Metro Broadcasting was a limited victory for affirmative action that may well prove short-lived. The
outcome was owing to the fact that Justice White, who had voted to subject state and local racial
preferences to strict scrutiny in Croson, provided the fifth vote for upholding the preferences in Metro
Broadcasting because he thought that Congress warranted broader deference than the states.
The case would almost certainly come out the other way now. Three of the five justices who upheld
the FCC preferences have since retired: Justices William Brennan Jr. (whose last opinion was Metro
Broadcasting), Thurgood Marshall, and White. Even though Souter and Ginsburg might vote as Brennan
and White did, Thomas almost certainly will not follow Marshall's lead.
Does this arithmetic mean that the Court is now ready to declare all-out war against affirmative-action
preferences, even those adopted b)' Congress? Don't bet on it. That's not O'Connor's style.
Look instead for her to keep affirmative action within some bounds, by doing a lot of strict
scrutinizing, a lot of insisting that the state interests be compelling and narrowly tailored to remedy
proven discrimination or vote dilution. The civil-rights groups won't like it. But O'Connor's
fence-sitting will still drive Scalia nuts.

Stuart Taylor Jr. is a senior writer with American Lawyer Media, L.P., and The
American Lawyer magazine. His column, "Taking Issue," appears every other week in
Legal Times. This article is reprinted with permission of LEGAL TIMES. C 1993
LEGAL TIMES. C 1993 LEGA~ TIMES
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Wage Gap Persists For Black Grads
Nancy Ryan, Tribune Staff Writer
Copyright 1993 Chicago Tribune Company
Chicago Tribune
September 16, 1993
Despite a steady increase in college-bound
blacks and corporate America's growing lip
service to diversity, black college graduates who
work full time earned only 82 percent of the
amount paid to comparable'whites, according to
a U.S. Census report released Wednesday.

Bennett cited such possible factors as
differences in age and regional concentrations
among whites and blacks, and several
economists named discrimination as the culprit.
But William Gray, president of the United
Negro College Fund, was more blunt.

That ratio, based on 1991 salaries, has not
changed since 1979, according to the census
report on African-American earnings.

"I have a one-word answer for why this gap
exists - racism," Gray said. "It's a gap that
cannot be attributable to anything other than
race. "

The study compared the median income of
year-round, full-time black and white workers
aged 25 and older, who had at least a bachelor's
degree.

According to the report, the gap in 1991 was
even wider for black men. In 1991, they made
$34,340 - 79 percent of the $43,690 earned by
white men. Black women that same year made
$28,130, or 92 percent of the $30,520 income of
white women.

The study's most striking finding showed that
African-American workers who fit that criteria
earned a median income of $30,910 - $6,580
less than the $37,490 whites in the same position
brought home.

The largest disparity was between black and
white men in sales, with African-American men
drawing in a median income of $24,910, or 60
percent of the $41,490 paid to white men.

This despite the fact that the number of black
men older than 25 who had finished college rose
to 11.9 percent last year from 7.7 percent in
1980.

The smallest gap was found among
professional women, with blacks earning 98.2
percent of the median white income of $31,580.

The portion of black women older than 25
who had earned a bachelor's degree rose to 12
percent from 8.1 percent in that period.

In executive, administrative and managerial
positions, black men earned 77 percent of white
males' income and black women made 90
percent of white women's earnings.

As a general rule, increasing the pool of
college-educated individuals within a group
raises the probability of higher earnings, said
Claudette Bennett, the census statistician who
wrote the report.

When the real hourly wages of all college
graduates - not just those with year-round,
full-time jobs - are compared, the gap between
blacks and whites has widened significantly since
1979, said William Rodgers, an assistant
professor of economics at the College of
William and Mary in Williamsburg, Va.

That apparently hasn't been the case for
African-Americans,
and economists and
policymakers are still struggling to come up with
explanations for what happened in the 1980s.
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Rodgers compared the wages of black and
white male college graduates who had been in
the labor market for less than 10 years from
1979 to 1989. In 1979, the disparity was
negligible but gradually grew to almost 20
percent 10 years later, he said.
Bennett speculated that age could partly
explain the gap since the college-educated white
work force, especially among men, is older than
blacks with degrees, and older,
more-experienced workers generally earn more
money. That large concentrations of blacks live
in the South, where earnings in general tend to
be lower, also could have played a role in the
differences, she said.
Other studies on the earnings of
college-educated African-Americans have turned
up other disturbing results.
Copyright c 1993 Chicago Tribune Co.
Reprinted with permission.
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Employers, Not Schools, Fail Black Youth

Even In L.A., They're Scoring Higher - Just as Jobs Disappear
Richard Rothstein
Copyright 1993 The Times Mirror Company
Los Angeles Times
April 18, 1993
Incorporation of African':American youth into
the middle class is a three-part challenge. First,
our schools must offer young people the skills
they need for productive employment. Second,
young people must apply themselves to absorb
what the schools offer. And third, industry and
government must offer jobs and decent wages to
students who succeed in school.

leave LAUSD to enroll in other districts or adult
schools or those who test for their equivalency
certificates.
African-Americans' academic achievement
rate also is up. The National Assessment of
Educational Progress reports that in 1988,
17-year-old blacks had average reading scores of
274, while whites averaged 294. (A 300 reflects
ability to summarize relatively complicated
information; a 250 reflects ability to search for
information, interrelate ideas and make
generalizations.) This 20-pointgap was 51 points
in 1980 and 53 points in 1971. While the gap
narrowed, average scores for all students
increased (from 285 to 290). Black students also
gained in mathematics.

Contrary to conventional wisdom, public
schools and black students have been doing their
part. But this process is nullified by our failure
to provide jobs and by our cowardly tendency to
blame the schools or the young people
themselves for their undeserved unemployment.
The reform group LEA~N's assertion, for
example, that schools don't ~,prepare students for
further education and the job market" obscures
the real cause of youth *nemployment. For
citizenship and culture, better education is
needed, but given today's dearth of economic
opportunity, schools now overeducate youth for
what the job market requires.

From 1976 (when scores were first reported
by race and ethnicity) to 1992, blacks' SAT
scores went from 686 to 737, narrowing another
gap with whites. (In California, blacks' gains
were even greater, from 684 to 750.) The
number of advanced-placement tests passed in
L.A. schools more than doubled from 1984 to
1990, from 11 per 100 high school seniors to
23. Since this occurred while LAUSD
enrollment was going from 80% to 86%
minority, it's reasonable to infer that black
students shared in this achievement.

A "blame the schools" mentality also creates
a barrier in public understanding of minority
youths' desperation. The image of young black
males -- purposeless, violent and illiterate - is
based on selective, sensational and irresponsible
reporting. In truth, most of these young men are
frustrated; better-educated than ever, they find
economic security further from their grasp.

More young blacks are enrolled in college:
33% in 1990, up from 26% in 1970. But
average wages of college graduates are now in
decline, dropping 12% from $19 an hour in
1973 to $16.70 in 1991. There appears to be a
market glut of college grads: 20% are either
unemployed or in jobs that don't require college
degrees. For example, 644,000 college graduates
are working as retail sales persons.

,

In 1990, 76% of America~s young black men
had completed high school, up from 66% in
1980 and 55% in 1970. How does this square
with publicized reports that nearly 40% of
10th-graders in the Los Angeles Unified School
District "drop out"? In reality, these "dropout"
statistics don't account for some students who
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Among high school graduates ,without the
means to go to college, skills ar~ in greater
surplus and prospects are bleaker. Average
wages of high school grads sank from $13.50 in
1973 to $10.70 in 1991.
While blacks have narrowed the academic
gap, the racial wage gap has exploded. In 1973,
white high school graduates earned 10% more
than black grads; by 1989, the gap was 17%
percent. In 1973, white college graduates earned
4% more than blacks; by 1989, the gap was
16%.
Black youths are doing better at preparing
themselves for a skilled work force. But
employers have been more interested in moving
skilled as well as unskilled jobs offshore than in
providing employment for qualified workers at
home. Unemployment is higher than it was at
the depths of the recession two years ago.
Los Angeles alone can't buck national trends.
Breaking up the school district, decentralizing,
restructuring or prjvatizing schools will not
create jobs for high school grads. Civic leaders
devoted to these crusades could use their energy
more productively to mobilize support for
President Clinton's languishing economic
stimulus package. At the least, they should
support tax and budgetary policies to prevent the
imminent elimination of 31,000 government jobs
in California, cutbacks ~hat will
disproportionately harm minority graduates, who
traditionally have had greater access to public
employment than to private. And they should
stop blaming the victims, pretending that if only
minority youths were even better prepared, good
jobs would miraculously appear.
Richard Rothstein is a Los Angeles based research associate of the Economic Policy
Institute in Washington. Copyright C 1993 The
Los Angeles Times. Reprinted with permission.
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MLK's Dream May Gain New Momentum
King's Widow Targets Economic Gains
Lori Rodriguez
Copyright 1993 The Houston Chronicle Publishing Company
The Houston Chronicle
April 4, 1993
When Coretta Scott King took to the pUlpit of
Ebenezer Baptist Church in Atlanta earlier this
year, she announced an August march on
Washington to mark the day her husband
expressed his dream so well.

Separate fountains, restrooms and schools are
history. The essential middle class has emerged
and gains in politics, education and especially
civil rights are undeniable. But for the third of
black America that today lives below the poverty
line, and for many more buffeted by a vast array
of societal ills, never was the Poor People's
Campaign that King had just begun to launch
more critical.

But the march will be no idle exercise in
nostalgia, she said.
It will be a wake-up call.

The indicators are numbing.
Thirty years after that historic speech at the
foot of the Washington Monument and 25 years
since Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. was gunned
down at a Memphis motel, black America has
yet to reach his mountain top.
""We go back to Washington because we still
have that unhonored check Martin Luther King
Jr. talked about in his dream," said his widow
on the King holiday in January.

One of every four black men ages 18 to 24
are in jail or on probation or parole. Almost 40
percent of black males who drop out of school
cannot find jobs. Homicide is the leading cause
of death for young black men.
If trends
continue, the Centers for Disease Control
estimates 1 of every 25 black children in
kindergarten will be killed by gunfire before age
18.

Bathed by the winter sun where her husband
once held sway, and heartened by President
Clinton's multicultural inaugural, for an instant,
that dream seemed close enough to grasp. But
beyond the stained glass windows, even in the
grim neighborhood that still surrounds the
venerable church on Auburn Avenue, the reality
belies it.

A majority of black families are headed by
single women. More than 60 percent of black
children are born to mothers without husbands.
More than 40 percent of all blacks receive
government assistance from Aid to Families with
Dependent children, Supplemental Security
Income, Medicaid, housing assistance or food
stamps at some point each year.

A quarter century ago today since King was
struck down helping garbage workers achieve a
decent wage, the gap between white and black
America in many ways has never seemed
greater.

Through 1987 and 1988, government
assistance was continuous for 25.9 percent of
blacks.
Crack, crime, poverty, illiteracy,
homelessness, joblessness, welfare dependency,
by nearly every measure of social dysfunction,
the bottom third of black America moved into
the 19908 in worse shape than the 1980s. And

Blacks have moved from one side of the
counter to both.
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anger courses through the lives of many blacks,
fueling the riots that followed the Rodney King
verdict in Los Angeles last spring and pushing
black youth from the pacifism of King to the
militancy of Malcolm X

Twelve new House districts with black
majorities were created after the 1990 Census
and all of them sent a black representative to
Washington. A thirteenth was elected from a
new district heavily influenced by blacks.

""From the perspective of the political agenda
Martin set and the sacrifices that were made to
pass the Voting Rights Act, we are beginning to
see the fruits, .. says Dr. William Gibson,
chairman of the board of the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored
People.

All but one of the 13 new seats were created
in the South, where King did his greatest work.
Alabama, North Carolina, South Carolina and
Virginia elected their first blacks to the House
since Reconstruction and the Florida House
delegation gained three black congressmen in
one fell swoop.

""This November, we elected 39 blacks to the
U.S.Congress and one black to the U.S. Senate.
We also elected hundreds of members of state
assemblies and legislatures which generates a
tremendous political potential, and the same
could be said about county commissions, city
councils and school boards.

And while the House would have to have 52
black members before their share of Congress
matches their share of the population, some
strides were not just numerical. Eddie Bernice
Johnson from Dallas became one of the two
black members now in the Texas House
delegation and Carol Moseley Braun from
lllinois became the first black woman and the
first black Democrat ever elected to the mainly
wealthy, white, male Senate.

""But in his final effort on behalf of the
garbage workers in Memphis, Martin had begun
to aggressively pursue the part of his agenda that
dealt with the economic plight of the underclass.
That is what we have left by the wayside. It
was the beginning of an economic movement.

""You can talk about justice in the sense that
a socially just society cannot leave anybody
behind, like the poor, the black and the
malnourished, which is what happened during
the 19808 and early 19908," says David Bositis,
senior researcher at the Joint Center for Political
and Economic Studies in Washington.

" "Martin understood that political
enhancements alone would not solve the
problems of the underprivileged in a capitalist
society. Now we're at the point that we either
complete his agenda, or we find ourselves in 25
more years facing the same struggle. "

""But the fact remains that there were
opportunities, and the opportunities were taken
advantage of, and that shows up in the growth of
the black middle class and the many political
gains. The nation's largest city has a black
mayor, a black governor was elected for the first
time and a black senator was elected for the first
time in 14 years.

It is ironic that this crossroads for the black
community comes in the wake of real movement
toward the economic mainstream.
Since 1968, families earning $ 25,000 to $
35,000 jumped from 10 percent to 15 percent.
Families earning $ 50,000 to $ 75,000 jumped
from 4.3 percent to 10.3 percent. And between
1950 and 1990, blacks in white-collar jobs
climbed from 10 percent to 40 percent, a growth
galvanized by steady gains in education.

""Things that were never being considered 25
years ago have come to pass and they really
signal a very dramatic shift in the political
power of blacks. "

If blacks suffered mightily the last 12 years of
Republican rule, it was not because of color,
says Bositis, but because Reaganomics deepened

With the massive shift in the economic status
of many blacks has come political power.
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poverty, neglected cities and punished the
underclass.

""If we are to move into that next phase of
Martin's dream, this must be done. There is no
other way. "

""It became a society where the philosophy
may well be dog eat dog," .says Bositis. ""But
it also became a society that, for the first time,
said to black Americans, if you are one of the
dogs who can come out on top, we'll let you
into our politics, our clubs, our corporate world.
We'll let you succeed but you have to cut it. "

"We have developed an underclass in this
nation"
- Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., Washington,
D.C., January 1968.
Despite the emergence of the black middle
class and undeniable gains in politics, education
and civil rights, black America remains plagued
by a numbing array of social ills .

Capitalism run amuck, Bositis calls it. And
the paradox was that even as many blacks
.clambered up the economic ladder, the poor got
poorer and many blacks got poorest.

POPULATION
""It was the best of times and the worst," .
says the Rev. Joseph Roberts, a King
contemporary who is now pastor of Ebenezer.

Black percentage of U.S.total:
1968
1991

Twenty-five years ago, shortly before King
died, the Kerner Commission warned that the
nation was moving toward two societies, one
black, one white - separate but unequal. The
Milton S. Eisenhower Foundation recently
marked that anniversary with a massive report
with the bottom line that America is still
moving, still separate and still unequal.

1l.0 %
12.3 %

THE FAMILY
Households headed by women:
1968
1991

27.7 %
46.0 %

EMPLOYMENT

That is no reason to give up, concluded
foundation president Lynn A. Curtis. But it is
a reason for the civil rights movement to shift
from the social and political part of the King
dream to the economic part.

Jobless rate (annual average):
1972
1992

""It must be done with the assistance of all
parts of society, with whites, with the business
world and with other groups. And it must begin
at the bottom," says Gibson.

lOA %
14.1 %

INCOME
Real median family income:
1968
1990

"" An economic empowerment agenda cannot
just focus on creating a few black millionaires,
or moving those in the lower middle class to
middle class. It must include the unemployed,
the hungry, the young, the families who cannot
provide for their children and all these kinds of
people.

19,080
21,420

POLmcs AND POWER
U.S. Senators and Representatives:
1970
1993
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10
39

Persons age 16-24 not enrolled in school who
do not have a high school diploma or the
equivalent:
1972
21.3 percent
1991
13.6 percent

"The gap between promises and fulfillment .

,

- Dr. Martin Luther King ] r., Washington
Cathedral, Atlanta, Ga., March 31, 1968.
Twenty-five years after the Kerner
Commission warned the nation was moving
toward two societies, separate and unequal,
many blacks have yet to reach economic
empowerment.

EMPLOYMENT
Labor force participation (working or looking
for work):
1972
1992

Some facts and figures:

Employment-population
working):
1972
53.7 percent
1992
54.3 percent

FAMILY
Females 15 years and over who were married:
1970
1991

56.9 percent
43.1 percent

ratio

(percent

Black workers in white-collar jobs:

Teen-age mothers (percent 15-19 who gave

1950
1990

birth):

1968
1990

59.9 percent
63.3 percent

13.9 percent
23.0 percent

10.0 percent
40.0 percent

INCOME AND INDIGENCE
Black families earning $ 25,000 to $ 35,000:

Children under 18 years living with both
parents:
1970
1991

1967
1991

58.5 percent
35.9 percent

10.0 percent
15.0 percent

Black families earning $ 50,000 to $ 75,000:
1967
1991

EDUCATION

4.3 percent
10.3 percent

High school graduates (age 20-24):
1968
1991

Percent of the population below the poverty
line:

57.6 percent
79.1 percent

1968
1990

Enrolled in college (under age 35):

34.7 percent
31.9 percent

POLmcs AND POWER

1967 370,000 (5.8% of all college students).
1991
1,335,000 (9.3% of all college
students).

State legislators:
1970
1993

Enrolled in college (age 18-21):
1968 294,000 (19.3% of all college students).
1990 636,000 (29.6% of all college students).
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169 of 7,614.
514 of 7,424.

Delegates
Convention:
1968
1992

to

the

Democratic

National

6.7 percent
17.9 percent

Gap between
registration:

black

and

white

voter

1968
(South).

9.2 percent (nation) 20.3 percent

1988
(South).

3.4 percent (nation) 8.4 percent

1. Chronicle, Sources: Census Bureau, National

Center for Health Statistics, Bureau of Labor
Statistics, and Joint Center for Political and
Economic Studies, 2. Sources: Census Bureau,
National Center for Health Statistics, Bureau of
Labor Statistics, Joint Center for Political and
Economic Studies, National Conference of State
Legislators
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